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ABSTRACT

Knowledge of the infrared spectral radiance of com-
bustion flames is needed in various military applications of
infrared techniques. In an effort to fill this need, infrared
spectral emittance and absorptance of flames were studied at
various temperatures and for a variety of fuel-oxidizer combin-
ations. Spectral emissivities were measured in the region
1 -- 15-Li, as functions of fuel composition, flame temperature,
and mixture ratio. Flame temperatures were determined from the
infrared emission and absorption spectra, for various wave-
lengths.

Methods of extrapolating flame radiance from labor-
atory to field conditions were investigated. For this purpose,
the measurements of infrared flame spectra were correlated with
concurrent analyses of molecular population distributions,
transition probabilities, and spectral line shape and line width.
A sample extrapolation was verified experimentally for a
hydrogen-oxygen rocket engine, operating under simulated altitude
conditions.

Effects of altitude on the infrared radiation of flames
were evaluated, with particular reference to the effects of
reduced pressure on spectral line shape, and the applicability
of theoretical infrared band models.
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INFRARED RADIATION OF FLAMES

I. INTRODUCTION

Reliable information on the infrared radiation Mf
ballistic missile plumes is needed in the development and design
of infrared equipment for detection, identification, and tracking
of missiles (1)*. To provide for long range capability in this
area, infrarea spectral data are required for a variety of fuels,
fuel combinations, and combustion conditions which are represent-
ative of current and future practice in ballistic missile
propulsion (2).

The difficulties and limitations of field measurements
of missile plume radiation are well known (1). The opinion has
often been expressed that much useful data on missile plume
radiation can be obtained, at much less expense than open-air
target studies, from laboratory flame and gaseous emission
studies (3). Direct observation of missile plume radiation is
necessarily restricted to available missiles. Laboratory studies
are the only means to obtain data on radiation from flames burn-
ing fuels and classes of fuel under development or anticipated
for possible future use in ballistic missile propulsion. In
addition to the data themselves, laboratory studies provide
detailed quantitative analysis of infrared radiation of flames
and correlation of the measurements to the basic physics and
chemistry of flame radiation. This correlation is an essential
step in achieving understanding of radiation processes, which
is the basis for long range predictive capability.

The considerations outlined above, combined with the
results of previous research on flame radiation (L-21), were thn
basis for initiating the work described in this report.

The basic data needed to predict missile plume
radiation are flame spectral emissivities and flame temperatures,
as functions of fuel and combustion conditions. From these
basic data, the infrared radiation of a missile plume and its
spectral distribution can be determined. Accordingly, the
approach followed in this project has been as follows:

1. Measure emissivities and temperatures of flames,
using fuels, fuel combinations, and combustion conditions of
sufficient variety to be representative of current and future
practice in ballistic missile propulsion.

2. Develop suitable extrapolation procedures, to apply
the laboratory data to calculation of missile plume emissivities.

* Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to references listed in
Section X.
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3. Verify the extrapolation by field checks made in a
controlled environment.

An example of a step-by-step procedure used to predict
missile plume emissivities and radiances is described in Section
III.

The chief goal of this przogram Is a handbook or "Atlas"
of flame emissivities, supplemented by numirical constants and
procedures whereby the radiation of missile plumes can be pre-
dicted. This Atlas is being issued in parts; the first two parts
have been completed under this contract (22,23). Another goal of
the program is to achieve basic understan•K-in-gof flame radiation,
and thus help to provide improved predictive capability for the
ruture. This goal has been approached through experimental
studies of molecular radiation (2_-I27) and related physical
problems (2&-31).

The following are the ml..1or accomplishments of the
project, as described in detail in the referenced publications
and reports. Brief summaries of the pr..inipal results are given
later in this report.

1. Measurements of hydrocarbon flame emissivities and
temperatures have been completed, and an Atlas of these data
"prepared (22).

2. Measurements of nitrogenous fuel flame emissivities
and temperatures have been made (2a3).

3. The effect of altitude on flame infrared radiation
was studied experimentally and evaluated (23,32).

4. A field check was carried out using a hyd~rogen-
,o:.xygen rocket engine under altitude -test. nonditions (3.

5. Progress was made in developing improved "r'a-
polation formulae and procedures (_,3).

6. Methods were worked. out for measurement K s.olid
propellant radiation under controlled cond itions.

II. MEASUREMENTS OF FLAME SPECTRA

Infrared emission and absorption spectnra of f.&mnes of
various fuels were measured and.er :.w. cntr.1.. tC::perature,
pressure, and flow conditions. Detalls of the .'bf,'mstion syste.m,
the infrared instrumentati.on), and the "xp,-rimental results are
iven in two technical repo-'t under. th.s or-.rt;
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1.. Liquid propellants

Liquid propellant flames were studied in a 3-inch
enclosed burner (22). This enabled studies of burning with
oxygen and with oEfier oxidizers, such as RFNA, at atmospheric
pressure and at reduced pressures. The number of specific
examples studied was minimized by concentration on general
relationships. The spectra of most hydrocarbon flames are
so similar that there is little object to studying a great
variety of hydrocarbon fuel mixtures. The combustion
products and consequently the gross spectra, are the same
for all. The differences are mainly differences due to
temperature and pressure, which should be predictable from
measurements of a few representative hydrocarbon flames.
Methanol-O , kerosene-0 2 , and hexane-0 2 were studied as
representagive examples of hydrocarbon combustion. Figure 1
is an example of the type of results obtained.

Nitrogenous fuel systems studied were ammonia-
oxygen (23Q hydrazine-oxygen (23), and hydrazine-RFNA. Work
on nitrogenous fuels is continuing.

2. Gaseous fuels

Gaseous fuels were studied separately from liquid
propellants, because the handling problems are different,
and gas combustion can be studied with relatively simple
burner equipment. Flames of hydrocarbons with oxygen and
the hydrogen-oxygen flame were investigated experimentally
(23.,32).

3. Low pressure flames (high altitude simulation)

Infrared radiation and temperatures of flames
were measured as a function of pressure, to aid in evaluat-
ing the effect of altitude on flame radiance. Emissivities
and equivalent widths of spectral lines were measured in a
laboratory burner, and equivalent widths were extrapolated
to zero pressure (23). Emissivities of a rocket exhaust
plume were measured-under contrplled conditions simulating
altitudes in the range 105 - 10° ft. (32). An example of
low pressure infrared flame spectra is-given in Fig. 2.

4. Solid propellants

Solid propellants require special handling, if
the measurements are to be made under controlled, known
conditions. Different measurement techniques are required
from those used for liquids, because the measurements must
be made during the limited time available while the pro-
pellant charge is burning. There is nothing in the solid
propellant case corresponding to continuous feeding of fuel
as in the case of liquid propellants. Preliminary studies
were made on an experimental optical bomb and a high speed

3
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infrarod spectral pyrometer (33), to be used for observing
the burning of strands of solid propellants under controlled
conditions.

III. PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTING THE RADIANCE
OF A MISSILE PLUME

A. General

The radiation measurements outlined in the
preceding section ara intended for use in predicting
missile plume radiation. Methods of prediction were
investigated both experimentally and theoretically (31).

The procedure outlined below illustrates how
the data obtained from this project may be utilized. The
procedure is constantly undergoing improvement as we
improve our knowledge of this subject. An experimental
example, for a H2 -P 2 rocket a-, pressuies corresponding to
altitudes above 10l feet, is given in reference 32. For
simplicity, only the undistur.bed cone of the missile plume
was considered in that example; however, this is not an
inherent restriction of the general method.

B. Example of Procedure

Consider the case of Fuel X burning in Rocket Y,
where Rocket Y may be an operational missile or a hypo-
thetical case.

Step 1. The extrapolation formula appropriate
for Fuel X and related conditions is first chosen. The
choice of formula is based on previous analyses (31). To
simplify this illustration, the Beer-Lambert law will be
used*. The choice of formula determines the constants
required. In the case of the Beer-Lambert law, only one
constant is needed, the absorption coefficient kx. The
explicit formula is

-kkp&

l-e X 
(1)

where ehis the spectral emissivity at wavelength X, kX
is the absorption coefficient, p is the density of infrared-
active gas and 4 is the optical path length.

* In practice, the Beer-Lambert law is useful mainly as a
first approximation.
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Step 2. The infrared emission and absorption
spectra of the flame burning Fuel X are measured in the
-laboratory. From the spectral data, the emissivity e and
Cflame temperature T are determined and plotted vs X (22).
The absorption coefficient k% is then calculated from
Eq. (1), for each wavelength of interest.

Step 3. The values of p and t for Rocket Y are
now determined by the usual methods (32). In general
prediction studies, a series of values-of p and t can be
used as input data, to obtain curves of plume radiation as
a function of missile parameters.

Step 4. Substituting the absorption coefficient
kX, determined from the laboratory measurements (Step 2)
and the values of p and t (Step 3) back into Eq. (1), we
compute the plume emissivity eX. The calculation is carried
out for as many wavelengths as desired.

Step 5. To calculate the spectral radiance of the
rocket plume, the calculated emissivity of the plume (Step 4)
is combined with the temperature of the flame T, determined
from the laboratory measurements (Step 2). The equation
used is

NX(T) X ~N Xb(T) (2

where N1 is the plume radiance, ej is the eissivity,
determined from the above proceduire, and N1 u(T) is the
Planck radiation function at temperature T. Values of the
Planck radiation function are readily available from hand-
books or radiation slide rules.

C. Improved Extrapolation Procedures

The Beer.-Lambert law, used in the above example,
is admittedly inadequate as a general extrapolation formula.
In order to improve this situation, the following basic
studies were carried out. This work is described in
reference 31.

1. Line width studies

Spectra of pure gas samples were measured at room
temperature and at temperatures up to 1300 0 K in an electric
furnace, The first purpose of this work was to determine
width of spectral lines in the infrared spectra of flame
combustion products, and to aid in evaluation of various
models of infrared bands for practical application.

7



2. Molecular population distributions and transition
probabilities

Population factors were calculated and tabulated
in order to provide a basis for calculating infrared emission
of flames from fundamental constants, and also as an aid in
extrapolating from laboratory measurements to field conditions.

3. Abnorption laws

Various absorption laws and extrapolation formulae
were studied both theoretically and in relation to the meas-
uremcnts mentioned above, in order to provide data and tech-
niques for extrapolating from laboratory data to systems of
different chemical and physical properties from those studied
in the laboratory.

4. Thermochemical relations

Equilibrium compositions of flames were cal-
culated from thermochemical data, based on temperatures
determined from the infrared spectral measurxements. These
measurements are applicable to calculation of the energy dis-
tributions in the gas and the concentration of each radiating
species present.

5. Instrumental distortion

The effect of spectral resolving power on the
infrared measurements was studied both experimentally (31)
and analytically (23). It was found that correction for-this
effect can be made in many cases even if the transmission
function of the infrared instrument is unknown.

IV. FIELD CIHECK OF EXTRAPOLATION OF INFRARED EMISSIAi2IES

Rocket exhaust temperatures and emissivities were
measured under simulated altitude conditions (32). Tv test
program was conducted at the Rocket Test Facili-ty',, P1:mold
Center, Tennessee, with the cooperation of ARO, Inc.,
operator of the Arnold Center. The tests were conductCe&ý
on May 9 and 10, 1961.

Infrared spectral emission and absorption of the
exhaust plume of a hydrogen-oxygen rocket engine were
measured, as a check on extrapolations from laboratory flame
measurements. Firings were made in an altitude test chamber
under conditions simulating altitudes from 96,000 to 145,000
feet. Exhaust r-,as temperptures and emissivitles were
determined from the infrarc&, spectral measurements.
Laboratory mcasurremonts of .hydrogen-oxygen flame emissivities
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were extrapolated to the conditions of the rocket engine
tests. The measured results verified the extrapolation
within the range of error determined by experiment and by
limitations of the extrapolation procedure.

It was concluded that the results support the
extrapolation from laboratory flame measurements, and that
refinement of both theory and experiment are required to
improve accuracy. The tests also demonstrated the utility
of the infrared technique and instrumentation for measuring
gas temperatures in rocket engines.

V. CONCLUSION

A three-part program has been carried out to
provide basic data for prediction of missile plume rad-
iation. The three parts of the program were (1) measure-
ment of laboratory flame radiation, (2) extrapolation from
laboratory flames to rocket exhaust plumes, (3) a controlled
field test of the extrapolation. The results obtained have
confirmed the utility of this approach, and indicated where
refinement is needed.

Additional work is planned, to obtain data on a
greater variety of fuel-oxidizer combinations, and to
improve the extrapolation procedures. During the next
phase of work, emphasis will shift from liquid to solid
propellant radiation.

The gross characteristics of misý;le plume rad-
iation are similar to those of radiation from other flame
sources. Accordingly, it appears desirab]e to focus
attention on those detailed characteristics. such as spectral
energy distribution and flame temperature profile, which are
likely to be most helpful in providing unique character-
ization of a rocket exhaust as against other similar rad-
iation sources. This is a basic practical reason for
trying to achieve complete, quantitative understanding of
the processes of flame radiation. The achievement of this
aim is the long range goal of the present work.
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APPENDIX I.

NOTE ON APPLICATION OF INFRARED FLAME RADIANCE DATA

The measurements described in this report were made
to provide basic information on flame processes as they
relate to infrared radiance. The information obtained is to
be applied to development of system parameters and limit-
ations of infrared early warning systems. Although these
developments are not part of the present project, it may be
helpful to point out some possibilities for the uoe of
absolute spectral intensity and spectral energy distrib-
utions as system parameters.

In principle, the techniques for identifying a
hot gas target from its spectrum are known, and are used in
analytical infrared absorption spectroscopy. However, the
standard techniques are insufficient in the present applic-
ation, because the characteristics usually used to identify
chemical compounds (e.g. group frequencies) are rather sparse
in flame spectra, and are similar for a wide variety of
different cases. For example, all hydrocarbon combustion
gases show the characteristic C02 and H2 0 bands. Accordingly,
more subtle distinctions between spectra must be sought. For
example, "hot" bands occur in the spectra of flames, and the
relative spectral intensities observed depend upon temper-
ature and upon characteristics of the fuel and oxidizer
used; also shapes and widths of spectral lines vary with
temperature and pressure.

Figure 3 illustrates some possibilities for
utilizing spectral data in infrared early warning systems.
The output of a wavelength scanning device is fed into a
Wiener filter network. The feedback loop adjusts the wave-
length response of the Wiener filter, proportional to

S(%)/ (S(X)+N(X))

where S(X) is the signal and N(X) the background radi:ation;
thus optimizing the signal response. This "suppresses" the
random noise and non-periodic signals, and the output is in
the form of a series of varying amplitude pulses at pre-
scribed wavelength values. This principle permits low
intensity detail to be picked up out of the noise.

The output of the Wiener filter is fed into a
synchronous multiplier, which is part of a cross-correlation
network. The purpose of this network is to minimize
electronic noise and further suppress non-periodic signals,
without altering the signal wave shape. The principles of
cross-correlation are well known; in practice it provides
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for integration, thus reinforcing only periodic signals.

The resultant pulses from the cross-correlation
network are fed into a normalizer that adjusts the peak
amplitude to a predetermined height, so that it can be com-
pared to a library of spectral data. The library data are
obtained from laboratory flame measurements. The comparison
continues between the unknown and the library until a match
is obtained. The identification is then complete and may be
indicated in terms of a recorder trace or coded output.
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APPENDIX II.

NOTE ON POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF FUEL ADDITIVES
ON INFRARED RADIATION OF FLAMES

The addition of foreign substances to the fuel to
suppress the infrared radiation from flames, or to change
the character of the infrared spectrum, is suggested by the
well known results of such additions upon spectra in the
visible add ultraviolet. Small amounts of metallic salts,
for example, can cause very large and striking changes in
the appearance of the visible radiation of a flame.

No adequate experimental or theoretical evidence
is available to indicate that the molecular infrared rad-
iation of flames can be suppressed to a significant degree
by small amounts of fuel additives. The available exper-
imental data bearing on this point were obtained primarily
from rocket motor observations. The lack of known, con-
trol.led conditions and the large experimental uncertainties
inherent in these measurements, as well as inadequate
theoretical background, make the results inconclusive.
Carefully controlled laboratory experiments on the effects
of additives on infrared spectra of flames, coupled with a
quantitative study of radiation mechanisms, would be of value.

In considering possibilities for suppression of
infrared radiation from flames, it is essential to distinguish
between the continuous infrared spectrum and the discontinuous
molecular band spectrum. The latter is an intrinsic property
of hot polyatomic and heteronuclear diatomic gases. The
continuous spectrum in liquid propellant combustion is
largely due to inefficient combustion and we may expect it
to be reduced substantially on the basis of future improve-
ments. In the case of solid rockets, it is reasonable to
assume that the continuous spectrum will always play an
important role, because the materials added to the solid
fuel matrix to increase thrust are such as to necessarily
increase the infrared radiation also.

The large variation in transition probabilities for
different types of radiation is likely to be a key factor in
the question of suppressing radiant emission of hot sources.
Atomic resonance lines in the visible and ultraviolet
spectrum, such as those of the alkali metals hav• very high
transition probabilities, of the order of 10 sec-* As a
result, a relatively small number of atoms can emit or
absorb a large amount of radiation. Molecular transition
probabilities for infrared radiation, on the other hand,
are much smaller, by a factor of perhaps 10-5. Since the
strength of radiation effects (emission or absorption) is
roughly proportional to the product: transition probability
X particle population, the bulk of material required to
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produce in the infrared an effect equivalent to that pro-
duced in the visible spectrum by a given quantity of, say,
sodium is 1O times the corresponding quantity of sodium.

There is certainly no direct way to reduce the
infrared radiation from hot polyatomic and heteronuclear
diatomic gases, except by cooling. Due to the intrinsic
thermal nature of infrared radiation from a hot gas, any
appreciable change in the radiant power emitted corresponds
to a change in temperature and consequently in heat transfer.
In a rocket engine, changes in heat transfer conditions may
entail significant changes in rocket performance.

It is possible to shift the spectral distribution
of flame radiation, without necessarily an overall reduction
in radiant power, by changing the fuel composition. However,
a very large change in exhaust gas composition is required
to change infrared spectral distribution appreciably,
because of the small effect per particle (low transition
probability). A change in temperature distribution in a
flame will also change the spectral energy distribution,
but this cannot be accomplished merely by adding materials
to the fuel, since the temperature distribution is a function
of the rocket nozzle configuration.

Another possibility is the use of catalysts, to
hasten the reaction of radiating sDecies in the exhaust.
This does not apply to most infrared radiation, since
nearly all this radiation comes tifom unreactive end products
of combustion. It might be applied to the more chemically
active radiators, such as HC1 and HF, which would result in
production of more radiation from some other molecule, e.g.,
H20.

Other methods than fuel additives to reduce tV•
radiation of rocket exhausts may be imagined. Some mono-
propellants theoretically yield only homonuclear diatov.'..
gases as combustion products, and these have no infrar,ý;
spectra. One can also imagine various schemes for sh!ýEding
the infrared radiation of a rocket plume. For example., T-he
exhaust might be surrounded by shields of very low e. '.vity
material, or the heat of combustion could be liberat ý:n a
heat exchanger, which would then eject a stream of homo'
nuclear diatomic exhaust gas, without an infrared specltrwna.

In sum, the infrared spectrum of a ballistic
missile exhaust plume is, and may be expected to rema½ , an
intrinsic characteristic of the missile system. Cont::olled
experiments and detailed theoretical analysis would dou'.btless
be helpful in clarifying this subject.
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MONOCHROMATIC RADIATION PYROMETRY OF HOT GASES,
PLASMAS, AND DETONATIONS*

Richard H. Tourin

ABSTRACT

Techniques of infrared monochromatic radiation (IMRA)
pyrometry have been developed to measure the high temperatures
encountered in hot gases, such as flames and plasmas. Hot gases
generally radiate heat only at certain characteristic infrared
wavelengths which are determined by the structure of the gas
molecules. As a result, the familiar T4 radiation law of
Stefan-Boltzman - based on the assumption of a continuous black-
body or graybody spectrum - is inapplicable to gases, and a diff-
erent principle is required. The IMRA method, like optical
pyrometry, is based on the radiation laws of Planck and Kirchhoff,
which relate it to the International Temperature Scale. But it
differs from optical pyrometry in at least three respects:
(1) the wavelength used for measurement must be selected from
among the characteristic infrared wavelengths of the gas; (2) it
is not necessary, and usually not possible, to match the spectral
brightness of a standard to the spectral brightness of the hot
gas; (3) the assumption of constant emissivity is untenable for
gases, and the infrared spectral emissivities of the gas must be
determined explicitly from its infrared absorption spectrum. The
IMRA method is adaptable to direct recording of gas temperatures.
No spectroscopic analysis is involved, although spectroscopic
instrtiment techniques are used. Moderate spectral resolution is
adequate; spectral resolution does not affect the measurements
significantly.

The IMRA method has been applied to measurement of gas
temperatures in flames, combustion exhaust gases, plasmas, and
transient combustion waves. Steady-state temperatures have been
measured, as well as temperature transients having duration of
the order of a millisecond. Representative instrumentation and
results are described. The IMRA-measured temperatures, when
plotted against wavelength, reflect the temperature gradient
across a flame. Good agreement was obtained between measurements
made in the 2.7-u bands of H20 and the 4.3-u band of C02. An
experimental comparison was made between IMRA and thermocouple
temperature measurements. ThIs showed that accuracy of +1% in
temperature is achievable.

* Supported in part by Advanced Research Projects Agency and U. S.
Air Force, through Geophysics Research Directorate, Bedford,
Massachusetts, and Aeronautical Research Laboratories, Wright
Field, Ohio.



1. INTRODUCTION

High gas temperatures are difficult to measure with
thermocouples and other immersion-type temperature sensors. At
the higher temperatures of combustion flames and plasmas, the use
of temperature probes to sense the gas temperature becomes im-
practicable. Determination of gas temperatures from the heat
radiation they emit is a natural alternative to immersion devices.
A radiation pyrometer measures temperature without being in con-
tact with the hot body, and its temperature measuring range has
no upper limit. Since the measurement is based upon use of the
natural infrared radiation emitted by the hot gas, it is un-
necessary to add anything to the gas for measurement purposes,
and it is immaterial whether the gas is luminous or not. Since
no probe is used, the measurement is uninfluenced by gas velocity,
and one measures the static temperature.

Gas radiation pyrometry is quite different from rad-
iation pyrometry of solids and melts, because the radiation
emitted by hot gases is of a different spectral character from
the emission of a hot solid or melt. The solid or melt emission
is typically a contiqous spectrum, similar to the spectrum of a
blackbody radiatorlp,). The emission spectrum of a hot gas, on
the other hand, is discontinuous, consisting of narrow emission
bands at a sew •ngaed wavelengths, with no emission at other
wavelength s"' ") 0 As a res~xlt, conventional radiatiýR pyro-
netry, based on the familiar T law of Stefan-Boltzmann 1, is not

applicable to gases, and a different principle of temperature
measurement must be used.

The infrared monochromatic radiatiqý (IMRA) method of
gas pyrometry was first suggested by Schmidtt# in 1909. After
forty years of relative obscurity, the method was revived in
modified form, with the aid of modern infrared teclxiiques 8,9,lO,11,12)
The IMRA method is similar in principle to conventional optical
pyrometryl-), but is considerably different in detail. The
principles of monochromatic radiation pyrometry, and some
results achieved by its use for gas temperature measurement are
discussed in this paper. The methods described are intended
for practical pyrometry, where direct indication of gas temp-
erature is desired. Spectroscopic methods of gas temperature
measurement, which are based on detailed analysis and theoretical
interpretation of t ,ijiý)spectra of hot gases, have been
described elsewhere '

11i. PRINCIPLES OF MEASUREMENT

A. Characteristics of Hot Gas Radiation

Before discussing temperature measurement by radiation,
let us first consider the nature of radiation emitted by hot
gases. Figure 1 shows schematically an emission spectrum of an
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ideal blackbody radiator and the emission spectra of some typical
molecules found in hot combustion gases and flames. As shown by
Fig. 1, gas radiation, as well as most blackbody radiation, is
emitted at wavelengths in the infrared region of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. The significant feature of radiation from
solids is the fact that the emission spectrum of a solid is con-
tinuous; that is, heat energy is emitted from the hot object at
all wavelengths throughout the spectrum. The emission of solids
(and liquids) is continuous because the strong coupling of the
particles (atoms, ions, or molecules) causes the in vidual
particle vibration frequencies to be "smeared out"IS). In this
respect solid radiation is similar to blackbody radiation. The
emission of a gas, on the other hand, consists of a few narrow
bands scattered over the infrared spectrum; i.e. the emission
spectrum of a gas is essentially discontinuous. The wavelengths
at which gas radiation occurs correspond to the characteristic
internal vibration frequencies of the gas molecules.

At temperatures up to about 30000 K, polyatomic
molecules are plentiful in combustion gases, and are the chief
contributors to gas radiation. 002 and H&Q predominate in
hydrocarbon flames and combustion gases3 :,). At temperatures
above 30000 K, polyatomic molecules become scarce, due to dis-
sociation, but diatomic molecules are common. For example,
ordinary air, when heated to temperatures between 3000 0 K and
10, O00 0K. adiates in the infrared due to formation of molecules
of NO1 9O,:0 At still higher temperatures, found in arc-heated
plasmas, there is infrared radiation from atoms and possible
from "abnormal" molecules like Ar2.

Flames and combustion gases always emit their char-
acteristic discontinuous infrared radiation. In some cases,
flames exhibit a. continuous radiation spectrum in addition.
The continuous spectrum of a sooty hydrocarbon flame, for
example, is the graybody emission of suspended carbon particles.
As a rule, the continuous spectrum cannot be depended upon to
occur, and is therefore of limited value for gas temperature
measurement. In this paper, we consider only the always-
present infrared band spectrum of the gas itself. Continuous
spectra in plasmas have a different ori in; these continua do
not generally follow the Planck curve 2 1 ). Plasma continua will
not be discussed in this paper.

Fully combusted exhaust gases are essentially non-
luminous, i.e. they show no emission in the visible part of
the spectrum. In the reaction zone of a flame, and in plasmas,
visible and ultraviolet radiation are observed in addition to
infrared radiation, Even in such cases, it is usually desirable
to use the-infrared radiation of the gas for temperature measure-
ment purposes, to be sure of obtaining a true equilibrium
temperature. This point is elaborated upon later.
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B. The Infrared Monochromatic Radiation Method

The intensity of radiation emitted by a hot gas depends
upon the gas temperature and upon the number of gas molecules or
atoms contributing to the radiation. In addition to measuring
the radiant emission of the gas, we must account for the effect
of the quantity of gas radiating, in order to determine gas
temperature. This can be done b _the well-known technique &

infrared absorption spectroscopy 2 J, in which an infrared
radiation beam of known intensity is sent through the gas, and
its loss of intensity measured. The fraction of beam energy
lost in the gas at a particular wavelength depends upon the
number of gas particles which emit and absorb energy at that
wavelength. This fraction is the spectral abso ptivity of the
gas, which is equal to its spectral emissivityl . Knowing the
gas spectral emissivity, as well as the gas spectral emission,
at a particular infrared wavelength, we can readily determine
the gas temperature. It is apparent that the spectral emissivity
of a gas is a function of the gas density and of the length of
optical path over which the measurement is made. Unlike the
case of solids and melts, gas emissivity is not a surface pheno-
menon. Accordingly, gas spectral emissivity must be measured
explicitly each time we desire to measure temperature; gas
spectral emissivities are rot unique for a given gas molecule
and hence cannot ba tabulated for use in temperature measurement*.

Figure 2 illustrates the principle of monochromatic
radiation pyrometry for gas temperature measurement. The source
of infrared radiation to the left of the flame emits a primary
radiation beam of constant, but arbitrary, intensity I (X) at
wavelength X. This primary radiation, represented by ?he barred
arrow to the left of the flame, is sent through the flame towards
the radiation detection system. The convergence of the Source
beam through the flame in Fig. 2 represents the attenuation of
the beam by absorption in the flame. The transmitted beam is
represented by the upper portion of the double arrow to the right
of the flame. Added to this transmitted radiation is the rad-
iation I (%) from the flame itself, represented by the lower
portion Rf the double arrow. Both of these radiation beams are
sent through an infrared monochromator, symbolized by the prism,
which is set to transmit only radiation in a narrow band at
wavelength X. The wavelength X is selected from the spectrum of
emission bands which were discussed previously. The radiation
transmitted by the monochromator at a narrow wavelength band,

* The spectral absorption coefficient, related to the spectral
emissivity through the Beer-Lambert law, is a unique constant
for a given molecule. However, spectral absorption coefficients
are of little value for gas temperature measuremegt- because
the Beer-Lambert law is usually invalid for gases , 3, 5 .
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consisting of contribution I(%) from the reference source,
attenuated by the gas, and contribution I (%) from the gas, is
sensed by the infrared detector. This detector may be a photo-
cell, bolometer, or other detector, depending upon the wavelength
range being used. The output of the radiation detector is stepped
up by an amplifier and sent to the computer. The computer com-
putes the ratio of the spectral emission of the gas to the
spectral emissivity of the gas, corresponding to the two radiation
signals. This ratio is equal to the Planck radiation function,
which gives the tg3ýerature of the gas on the International
Temperature Scalec J. The instrument is calibrated by reference
to the blackbody standard at one convenient temperature.

The necessary mathematical relationships are simple
and are easily derived. The transmitted source intensity I(M)
at wavelength X is e3 ual to the primary intensity Io(%) times
the fraction of Io(XI remaining after absorption in the gas, or

I(%) - 1o(%)(l-ag(M)) (1)

where a (x) is the spectral absorptivity of the gas, i.e., the
fractioý of incident radiation which the gas absorbs at wave-
length X. Since the spectral absorptivity a (%) at a given
wavelength 'quals the spectral emissivity egtx) at the same
wavelength1 ), we can write

1 0 ()(1-eg(0) (2)

from which e (X) can be readily found, once 1(%) and 10 (X) have
been measurea.

According to Kirchhoff's radiation law1), the ratio of
the gas spectral emission Ig(x) .at a particular wavelength, to
the gas spectral emissivity eX), at the same wavelength, is
equal to the spectral emissioh of a blackbody at the same temp-
erature, i.e.

I b()= Ig(x)/eg(x) . (3)

The emission of a blackbody is given by the Planck radiation law,

0 lX'5(ec2/%T)-l (4)
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which is the basis for the accepted definition of the temperature
scale for temperatures above the gold ý?Jnt (10063C), as adopted
in the International Temperature Scale .J. Because of this fact,
the gas temperatures obtained by IMRA pyrometry are absolute
temperatures, and do not require empirical calibration. Planck
law curves, of the type shown in Fig. 3, are the calibration
curves for X4MRA pyrometry. A specific instrument is calibrated
by checking against a blackbody radiator at a single convenient *

temperature, such as the gold point.

It is important to keep in mind that Kirchhoff's law,
equation (3), holds for a gas only in a narrow spectral band.
The emission and absorption of a gas vary strongly with wave-
length, as shown in Fig. 1, and therefore a gas is not only not
a blackbody, but is not a gray body either. This is one of the
basic reasons for using a monochromatic method. In practice,
one measures a narrow band of radiation extending over a wave-
length interval 6%, centered at X. The results of the measure-
S mentb ae P ,ncpeoent of the value of A%, within rather broad

C. Theoretical Basis of the IIKRA Method

The elementary derivation of the OR~A method given
above is incomplete~from the theoretical standpoint, for a
number of reasons, which do not, however, affect the validity
and utility of the method. A detailed analysis is beyond the
scope of this paper, but a few of the theoretical questions bear
mentioning.

The Planck radiation law rests upon the assumption of
a conxuous distribution of radiation over an infinite frequency
range J, while the radiation spectrum of a gas is, on the con-
trary, discontinuous and finite. Hence it is not immediately
obvious that it is justifiable to apply the Planck law to gases.
The use of the Planck law for gages hýbeen justified in the
past mainly on empirical grounds(-1,. , . However, it can be
Justified theoretically, by detailed analy6• of energy exchange
processes in a hot gas. It has been shown J that the Planck
law holds for narrow bands in a discontinuous molecular spectrum,
provided that the time constant (relaxation time) for inter-
conversion of vibrational energy and translational energy is much
smaller than the radiative lifetime of thS spectral emission.
This is always true for infrared bands 3 0 ,31), with the possible
exception of radiation from very fast transients, such as shock
waves and detonation waves. The latter are discussed later.

Contrasting to infrared radiation is the case of the
very intense ultraviolet and visible bands of molecules, in
which the radiative lifetimes are so short that there is often
insufficient time for equilibrium to be reached between the
radiative and kinetic degrees of freedom. For this reason, the
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temperature values obtained from ultraviolet radiation measure-
ments may not be equilibrium temperatures, but may correspond
to abnormal excitation of the radiative degree of freedom giving
rise to the emission. A well-known example is the ultravio
emission of the OH radical, found in many combustion flamesMJ.

. The essentially thermal origin of infrared emission
" bands of flames has been established theoretically by Shuler3),

who showed that there can be no appreciable chemiluminescent
contribution to this radiation. The radiation emission process
is a small "heat leak", which has negligible effect on the thermal
state of the gas. This corresponds to the fact that significant
amounts of energy are transferred in flames only by collision
processes, rather than radiative processes. The case where
radiative energy trgR~fer is appreciable (e.g. in stars) has been
discussed elsewhere 0J.

III. INSTRUMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Instrumentation

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of an IMRA pyrometer
for gas temperature measurement. As shown, the Source and
Receiver are disposed opposite one another on either side of
the flame. If the flame is small, it may be located at a common
focal point of the Source and Receiver. If the flame or gas
stream is very large, both the Source and Receiver are focused
"at infinity. The instrument functions as follows: infrared
radiation from the glower G in the Source unib passes through
chopper Chl, a rotating sector disc operating at a fixed frequency
of 90 cycles per second. The resulting pulsed infrared beam is
reflected from plane mirror M to spherical mirror M2. M2 sends
the pulsed beam through the fIame to spherical mirror M•. MD
collects the steady radiation beam from the flame as we l as the
pulsed beam from M•. Radiation collected by Mý is reflected
from plane mirror AO to plane mirror M A se ond chopper Ch2
is located at a focal point of M between 44 and M5 . Radiation
relayed by M5 is collected by spAerical mirror M6 and focused on
the monochrofator. The monochromator may be a prism or grating
monochromator or an infrared filter; its function is to select
radiation in a narrow wavelength band from the incoming radiation
and transmit that narrow band radiation to the infrared detector.
The detector converts the radiant energy it receives to an electric

. signal, which is stepped up by the amplifier and indicated on the
recorder.

The reason for using two radiation choppers is to
distinguish between the emission and absorption signals, which
are measured by a common optical system, detector, and electronic
system. To measure radiation from the hot gas, a shutter is
interposed in front of the glower G, cutting off. radiation from
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the Source Unit. Chopper Ch2 then periodically interrupts the
radiation from the hot gas, thus producing an AC signal for the
detector. To measure gas absorption, the shutter is removed
from in front of the glower, and chopper ChI provides a pulsating
beam of radiation from the glower. In this latter mode of oper-
ation the chopper Ch2 does not function. Then the radiation
detector will pass on to the electronic system only the pulsating
signal from the glower, reduced by absorption in the hot gas.
The steady, unchopped radiation coming from the hot gas will not
be passed by the AC electronics. In this way one may measure
emission or absorption along the same optical path through the
flame. An alternative technique is to operate both choppers
simultaneously, but at different chopping frequencies. The
emission and absorption signals, differing in frequency, can
then be separated by frequency discrimination in the electronics,
and the two signals indicated separately as before.

For calibration purposes, mirror M4 can be rotated to
illuminate the measuring system with radiation from the blackbody
standard B.

A typical IMRA pyrometer is shown in Fig. 5. This
instrument is set up to measure temperatures of combustion flames
in a closed burner. Corresponding to schematic Fig. 4, the unit
to the left of the burner in Fig. 5 is the Source Unit. The unit
to the right of the burner is the Receiver Unit. The Recorder
and Amplifier unit is located remotely. Figure 6 shows a close-up
of the Receiver Unit without cover. The condensing mirror (M6)
and chopper (Ch 2 ) can be seen together with an auxiliary strip
lamp and mirrors. The strip lamp is used as a secondary rad-
iation standard in place of a blackbody radiator. The infrared
monoohromator is at the right rear.

B. Combustion Flame Temperatures

Figures 7, 8, and 9 illustrate measurements of flame
radiation and temperature by the IMRA technique. Figure 7 shows
the emission and emissivity of a 5-inch diameter methanol-
oxygen flame between 2.5-u and 3.6-p, at a point 52 inches from
the base of the flame. Figure 8 shows the corresponding IMRA-
measured temperature, plotted against wavelength (Curve A),
and a similar plot for a point 81 inches from the base of the
flame (Curve B). Figure 9 shows a plot of temperature vs. wave-
length in the 4 .3- spectral band of CO., for the methanol-
oxygen flame 81 inches downstream (Curve B), and a similar plot
for measurements made 51 inches from the base of a hexane-oxygen
flame (Curve A).

Figures 8 and 9 have a number of interesting features.
The indicated temperature is different at different wavelengths,
corresponding to the non-uniformity of the temperature distrib-
ution in the flame cross-section. Moreover, we obtain higher
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temperatures from wavelengths at which the emissivity is low
than from wavelengths where the emissivity is high. This can
be seen by comparing the emissivity plot in Fig. 7, wavelength-
by-wavelength, to Curve A in Fig. 8. (For convenience, alternate
spectral lines are omitted in Fig. 8. This does not affect the
comparison). The, reason for this phenomenon is clear. When the
emissivity is high, radiation emitted from the interior of the
flame suffers considerable reabsorption; hence, in effect we
measure primarily radiation from the outer, cooler layers of
gas, and the indicated temperature is relatively low. At wave-
lengths where the emissivity is low, on the other hand, the
pyrometer can "see deeper" into the hot core of the flame and
the indicated temperatures are higher.

Comparison of the two curves of Fig. 9 brings out the
effect of different temperature gradients. The data for Curve A
were obtained near the base of the flame, where the core temp-
erature is highest and the gradient steepest. At the long wave-
length end of the band, where the emissivity falls, the temp-
erature shows a sharp rise, corresponding to the temperature in
the hot core. Contrasting to this, Curve B in Fig. 9 shows data
measured further downstream, where substantial mixing has taken
place and the temperature gradient is much less steep. Corr-

* espondingly, the indicated temperature levels off as a function
of wavelength, and the sharp rise observed in Curve A is absent.

* A plot somewhat like Curve B was described by Silverman9), for
the CO-00 flame; the rising portion of the plot near 4.20--p was
"omitted Ln Silverman's published figure. The effect of temp-
erature gradients may be seen also in Fig. 8. The average
temperature is higher and the slope of the temperature vs.
wavelength plot is steeper for the measurements made near the
base of the flame. Comparing Curve B of Fig. 8 with Curve B of
Fig. 9, we find that the temperature is the same for both
spectral regions, for wavelengths of equal emissivity. The mean
temperature of the entire T vs. % curve is about 1000 higher
for the 2.7-i than for the 4.3--p data. This is to be expected,
since the average emissivity is higher in the 4.3-4 band.

The temperature values shown here are weighted
averages of the temperatures across an inhomogeneous flame.
The variation of temperature with wavelength reflects the temp-
erature profile of the flame, although it does not provide a
strict point-by-point temperature profile. Methods for determin-
ing the profile in detail have been discussed elsewhere fp o
case where the radial temperature distribution is uniformD' P,
and for the mgn$il case of an inhomogeneous temperature
distribution'-"'i.
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C. Temperature Measuroments in Plasmas

Plasma may be dcfined loosely as a gas which is
partially ionized. Ordinarily, plasrnas are hotter than combustion
gases and are eleotrically conductive. Polyatomic molecules are
not commonly found in plasmas, because they are dissociated by
the hirrh temperature. Plasmas in the range up to perhaps
1 5 ,000OK are composed of diatoralc molecules and atoms. As one
goes to higher and higher temperatures, dissociation and ion-
ization become progressively greater, until eventually, at
temperatures of some millions of degrees, the plasi^ma consists
entirely of stripped atomic nuclei and free electrons.

Monochromatic radiation pyrometry has been applied to
plasmas at temperatures up to about 15,0000 K. At these temp-
eratures, infrared emission is obtained from a few diatomic
molecules and from atoms. The instrumentation for measurement
of plasma temperatures by monochromatic radiation pyrometry is
basically similar to that used in measuring temperatures of
flames and combustion gases. An example of plasma temperature
measurement by monochromatic radiation pyrometry is given in
Fig. 10,. which shows temperatures determined from emission and
absorption in the 4 .015-4 line of helium. The experimental
points are compared to a theoretical curve of gas enthalpy
against temperature.

D. Measurement of Transient Gas Temperatures by Monochromatic
Radiation Pyrometry

" Transient gas temperatures can be determined as a
function of time, by application of the principles already
discussed. The measurements must be made and recorded at hb
speed. Instrumentation for this purpose has been describadDO).
The high-speed IMRA pyrometer is similar in function to the
instrument illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. The main diffei-
ence is that a much higher chopping frequency (11,000 cycles per
second) is used in the Source Unit than is the case for the
steady-state instrument, and no chopper is used in the :'.:'ceivor
Unit. A very fast infrared detector is used and its output is
indicated on an oscilloscope. Recordings are made by photo-
graphing the oscilloscope trace. Radiation from the blackbody
standard is chopped at a different frequency (1600 cycles per
second) from the Source Radiation, so that this signal can be
readily identified on the oscillogram. Figure 11 shc,..ows a typical
record of temperatures in a deflagration wave, measured with a
high-speed I1RA pyrometer. These measurements were mAade at a
wavelength of 4.4-, corresponding to the emission of hot carbon
dioxide. The left third of the diagram shows the ll.,000-cps
modulated source radiation beam before the deflagration wave
has arrived at the observation point. The low frequency
(1 6 00-ops) chopped signal is the calibrating signal from, the
blackbody standard. After 1½ milliseconds, theA de.lagr:-ation
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wave reaches the observation station. The infrared emission
from the combustion wave causes a transient signal to be indicated
on the oscilloscope. The spectral emission at any time can be
obtained by scaling off the amplitude from the oscillogram. The
spectral emissivity is obtained by scaling off the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the ll,000-cps modulated signal during the interval

* where emission occurs, and comparing this to the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the 11,000-cps trace prior to arrival of the
combustion wave. Thus both spectral emission and spectral emissiv-
ity as functions of time can be obtained from a single recording.
The blackbody calibration trace enables conversion of the data to
absolute temperature. The circles drawn on Fig. 11 connected by
a dashed line are the temperatures calculated from the spectral
emission and spectral emissivity values read off'this oscillogram.

IV. PRECISION ANALYSIS

In order to evaluate the accuracy and precision of
monochromatic gas radiation pyrometry, a series of measurements
was made in which gas temperatures determined by monochromatic
radiation pyrometry were compared to temperatures measured vith
accurately calibrated and corrected chromel-alumel then.aocouples.
The characteristics of the chromel-alumel thermocouples nec-
essarily limited the comparison to temperature not exceeding
18000 F. However, since the principles used are independent of
the temperature, it is reasonable to assume that a check of the

* accuracy of the method in this temperature range is also applic-
able at higher temperatures. This is particularly plausible,
becaude 1he Planck radiation curve, against which monochromatic
radiation pyrometry is calibrated, gets steeper as the temperature
increases (see Fig. 3); hence the method is inherently more
sensitive and less susceptible to measurement errors at higher
temperatures.

In these tests, the fully-combusted exhaust of a
gasoline-air burner was used as the sample gas. The gas stream
was six inches in diameter, and was essentially isothermal,
except for a neglg:18ibly thin boundary layer. Radiation data
and thermocouple data were recorded simultaneously on a two-pen
recorder. The radiation measurements were made at a fixed wave-
length of 2. 6 6 -p.

Tests were made at four nominal temperatures, near
12000, 14000, 16000, and 18000 F. The results of the comparison
are shown in Fig. 12. At each temperature, the horizontal line

S is the mean of repeated radiation temperature measuremenis.
The measurements themselves are shown as solid circles. In each
case, the mean thermocouple reading is shown as the short line
segment near the right hand margin. At all four temperatures
the standard deviation of the radiation pyrometer readings was
±2%. At the higher temperatures the accuracy of tL.e measurement
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was within 1% of the temperature indicated by the thermocouple.
As lower temperatures are approached the accuracy becomes
progressively poorer. This corresponds to the flatte~ning out
of the Planck curve at low temperatures. The accuracy of the
radiation method improves as one goes to higher temperatures,
because the Planck curve gets steeper. Of course the accuracy
cannot increase indefinitely as one goes to higher temperatures;
an accuracy somewhere between 1% and 1% is probably the practical
limit for this type of measurement.

In such a comparison, one cannot distinguish between
fluctuations in the measurement process and fluctuations of the
hot gas under study. The temperature of the hot combustion gas
was constantly fluctuating, with an amplitude of roughly +75OF.
Accordingly, the indicated reproducibility in Fig. 12 includes
both the random measurement errors and the fluctuations of the
gas temperature.

A more definitive evaluation of accuracy would require
a standard hot gas sample in equilibrium at a known temperature.
Such a standard has recently been described, and preliminary
resul s obtained with it bear out the analysis given in this
papers9).
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INFRARED SPECTRAL EMISSIVITIES OF CO2 IN THE

2'7 MICRON REGION5
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Abstract-Spectral emissivities of hot CO, in the 2.7 A region were measured. Obscuration by
H3O emission, which occurs in flame spectra, was eliminated by use of CO, samples heated in a
closed pas ccll. These measurements of emissivity can be used to calculate radiant power of
hot Co, over a given spectral region, by means of an approximate integration technique. The
Cos absorption neaw 2.7,u was found to be independent of pressure at 1273 0K. from 50 mm
to 700 mm Hg. This contrasts with the case of CO, absorption at room temperature. It results
from overlapping of vibration-rotation transitions of the types vlvlt• - (v0 + 1) vl (va + 1) and
v1v,,v, - vl(v. + 2)1 (vs + I). originating from excited states as well as from the ground state.
This overlapping produces "temperature-smearing" of the spectrum, analogous to pressure
broadening,

INTRODUCTION
FLAMES and combustion gases exhibit strong infrared emission in the spectral region near
2?7 p. This emission is contributed by infrared vibration-rotation bands of carbon dioxide
and water vapor. The 2?7 p carbon dioxide bands in a flame spectrum are obscured by
the strong emission of the water vapor fundamental bands in the same spectral region. For
this reason no detailed studies of these CO, bands in hot gases have been reported
previously.

The present paper describes measurements of the 2.7 p infrared absorption bands of
carbon dioxide at high temperatures. The measurements were made primarily to determine
spectral emissivities of CO as a function of temperature and molecular concentration. The
measurements were made with samples of pure, dry CO2 heated in a special gas cell. Spectra
were measured with a Perkin-Elmer Model 12C infrared spectrometer. The experimental
methods and some of the results of measurements in the 4,3 p region have been reported
previously. (t1 1)

MEASUREMENTS

Figure 1 shows the spectral emissivity of CO, in the 2,7 1 bands for temperatures from
394 OK to 1300 OK, measured with an optical depth ps of 2.67 cm atm. at 700 mm Hg total
pressure. The path length was 12'7 cm, and dry nitrogen was used to adjust the pressure,
Most prominent in Fig. 1 are the CO2 combination bands (0000)-(0201) and (00o0)-.(l001),
centered at frequencies 3613 cm- 1 and 3715 cm-' respectively, Near 3560 cm- 1, there is an
extra peak. suggesting additional bands. This peak is probably mainly due to the transition
1(010)-(0311), for which v, equals 3579 cm-2 .

Supported in part by the U.S. Air Force. through the Geophysics Research Directorate. Bedford. Mass.
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The high-temperature spectrum is insensitive to pressure variation. Fig. 2 summarizes
measurements at several pressures, at 300 'K and 1273 'K, for ps = 0,84 cm atm. The
cffect of pressure on the emissivity at room temperature is apparent, while at 1273 'K there
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is no observable pressure effect. as can be seen from the fact that the curves for 50 mm and

700 mm total pressure coincide,
Although independent of pressure, the high-temperature spectrum is quite scnsitive to

absorber concentratiun, as indicated by Fig. 3. The lower curve of Fig. 3 reproduces the
lower curve of Fig, 2. The upper curve in Fig. 3 corresponds to a much higher concentrp,

Sdtion. at the same temperature and pressure.

370C) 3600 3500 3400

I .00

0-90 T- 127301(

0.70 , 0OO007#
--- I Curve PS(cm-o,,m) P, ,rnrnt

A 11:69 740o60 - B 0,84 700
C 014 50

0.50- A

040 -

0-boo

0.20

-0'10- oandC

0 ., I-:
2-65 2"70 2 75 2 gJ0 2'8b 2.90 2'95 3.00

Flo. 3. Spectral emissivity of CO, at 1273 'K; the 2.7 A region. Incrcasing the absorber concentration
changes the emissivity by a comparable amount, while changing pressure by more than a factor of ten has

no effect.

Absolute spectral radiance may be calculated from the spectral emissivity plots shown in
Figs. 1, 2 and 3. by multiplying the t;missivities point-by-point by the appropriate values of
the Planck function. Fig. 4 shows the spectral radiance of carbon dioxide at 1273 OK
calculated by this method. The power radiated in any spectral interval may be calculated
from Fig. 4 by integrating over the interval. To simplify this calculation the approximation

,j4 (T) .. j, e(A, T).I(,A. T)d A ,,z J,(T) ,A c( A, T)d A.

may be used. where Pa(T) is the spectral radiant power of the hot gas in the interval
JA. e(,\. T) is the spectral emissivity at wavelength A and temperature T, J(A, T) is the Planck

function, and JA(T) is the average value of J(A, T) over JA. Table I compares integrated
radiances calculated in this way to radiances obtained by multiplying the emissivitics
•,int-by-point by the Planck radiation function and integrating. The agreement between
the approximate and exact calculations is vcry good.
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TABLE 1. CO, EMISSIVITY AND RADIANCE iNTEGRALS IN THE 27 IA REGION

I Differ-
T0 K Band ( A) P(atm) PS(cm atm) P, (atm) fedA SJcd,(W/cm2) YJ':fedA(W/cml) ance

1273 2.635-3.000 0.07 0'8 0'07 0.0109 0'42 x 10-1 0.42 x 20-' 0
1273 2635-3000 007 08 0,92 0.0109 042 x 10-1 0-42 x 10- 0
1273 2'635-3-000 0'92 11'7 0'92 0'1182 0'480'46 0- 4'2

305 2.656-2-820 0.07 08 0-07 0.00991 0,81 1. 0- 0,86 x 101 +4 6.2
305 2,656-2-856 0.07 0,8 0.92 0.02387 020 10 1 0.23 10-1 + 1520
305 2.656-2.865 0'92 11.7 0.92 01035 0.90., 10-6 101 × 10-1 -4 22

1273 2-660-2,920 0.07 0.8 0.07 0.00960 038- 10-1 0'38 ,: 10-1 0
1273 2.660-2,920 0'07 0'8 092 0,00960 0.38 10- 0'38 I0-. 0
1273 2.660-2'920 0'92 11.7 0.92 0,11162 0.45 0.44 - 2.2

305 2.670-2.800 0'07 0'9 0,07 0,00913 0-76 . 10- 0'79 10-' 3,)

305 2.670-2.800 0.07 08 0,92 0,0221 0.19 . 10-" 019 x 10-11 0
305 2'670-2'800 0-92 11-7 0.92 6'0896 0'75 , 10-' 0-77 .- 10-1 2.7
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DISCUSSION

The radiation from CO., in the 2.7 1 region is contributed by two sets or vibration-rotation
transitions: those for which v, 4= 0, A4-2 = 2, A,3 - 1, 41 == 0, with band centers at fre-
quencies of 3613 cm-1 and lower, and bands corresponding to transitions where At.= =- 1,
4Jv; - 0, -. I,4• 1 0, which occur at frequencies below 3715 cm-'. Table 2 shows four
transitions of each typc, listed in order of relative population of the lower state. For each

TABLE 2. VIBRATIONAL POPULATION FACTORS AND TRANSITION PROBIAIWILITIcS FOR
CO., BANDS IN TMl: 2'7 14 REoION

Population of lower
Transition vibrational state

Lower state Upper state VA probability at 300 1K at 1273 °K

(a) dvl -0, dvk 2. 43,, I, W1 0

(0000) (0201) 3613 cm-1 2 0.920 0.211
(0110) (031l) 3579 6 0.074 0.199

' (0200) (0401) 3565 12 0'002 0'049
(1000) (1201) 3593 2 0.001 0,044

(b) dvj I, d1 s- 0, .4:s - 1. J41 0

(0000) (1091) 3715 I 0.920 0,211
(0110) (ll'l) 3722 1 0'074 0,199
(0200) (12Ul) 3696 1 0002 0,049
(1000) (2001) 3716 2 0'001 0,044

transition in Table 2, the vibrational population factor for the lower state is shown at
300 *K and at 1273 *K. The calculation of these facturs is described in a report by Tourin
and Henry (1) The transition probabilities shown in Table 2 were calculated from a formula
given by W. S. Benedict. (,)

The intensities of the overlapping CO.. bands occurring in the 2.7 It spectral region are
proportional to the product of transition probability and initial state population, It call be
seen from Table 2 that at high temperatures there may be many overlapping bands of
appro:imatcly equal intensity.

The absorption coeflicients in this region are not extremely high, as shown by Fig. 3.
Nevertheless. the large piessure effect observed in the room temperature spectrum vanishes
at high temperatures. as shown by Fig. 2. Evidently the spectrum is not fully pressure
broadened at 700 m . Another eflf;et occurs instead, which has thle same effect as pressure
broadening in smearing out the rotational structure. Each of the overlapping bands has a
1' and an R branch: hence there are many rotational lines of slightly dil•crent frequency for
each value of rotational quantum number .1. As a result of' the mranifiold vibrational and
rotational ovcrlappinly, tilc high-temperature spectrUml is virtually continuous.
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Some Spectral Emissivities of Water Vapor in the 2.7-1, Region*
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Spectral emissulvities of water vapor were measured In the 2.7-m region, at temnperatures up to 1273'K.
The measurements were used to calculate spectral and integrated Infrared radiance of hot water vapor for
several cases of Interest. The spectrum of hot HsO is relatively poor in stron~g "hot" bands, in contrast to the
cane of COs. The general character of the rotational structure In the spectrum of the hot gas is similar to
the case of room temperature, although some additional lines are observed at high temperatures. Con-
sequently, care must be taken in selecting the spectral intervals over which radiance integrals are to be
calculated.

L INTRODUCTION unsatisfactory for weak absorption (less than a few

TNFRARED spectral emissivities of hot wafer vapor percent) because small values of absorptivity cannot be
Iare of interest in studies of radiant emission from measured accurately; in this case the more laborious

flames and in problems of atmospheric transmission. in procedure of direct emission measurement must be
most cases, gas emrissivities atre best determined from resorted to. This paper reports on emissivities obtained
absorption measurements. The basis for t.his practice is from absorption measurements.
Kirchhoff's law,' which states that for any thermal The infnri red spectrum of the water vapor molecule in
radiator in equilibrium at temperature T. the 2. 7-uA region was studied in detail by Benedict and

Plyler.2 The spectrum of atmospheric water vapor was
ek(T) - ax(M, measured by Taylor el al.,' at temperatures up to 500TC.

where 4~(21) is the spectral emissivity at wavelength X These investigators observed and identified a large
defined as the ratio of the spectral radiant emittance of number of lines in the vibration-rotation spectrum of
the thermal radiator to the spectral radiant emittance H20, and checked the line frequencies against thspretical
of a blackbody at the same temperature; and ax(T) j~ predictions. The magnitude of H20 a bsorption at room
the spectral absorptivity at wavelength A~, defined as temperature was studied q~uantitatively by Howard
the fraction of incident radiation (or arbitrary magni- el aI.4 who developed formulas for calculating H20 ab-
tude) absorbed at wavelength %. The absorptivity sorption over long atmospheric paths.

* o)(T) can be measured by infrared absorption spec- The H20 spectrum near 2.7 -pt corresponds to vilbra-
* tropliotometry. f'onal transitions of thle t ype

* The determination of spectral emissivitics of gases ~ ~ 41 n vvv) t~1~.)
from absorption measurements obviates thle difficult lV13-VVt3Ian

task of comparing emission measurements directly to In flames and in Lhe atmosphere, the 2,7 -A water vapor
blackbody radiation. The absorption technique is

__________ 21W. S. Benedict and K. K. Ply lei, J. Research NJati. Bur.
Supported in part by the U. S. Air Force, through the Gco- Standards 46, 2.36 (1951,i.

phy.sics Research Directorate, Bedford. Massachusetts. aJ. H. Taylor, WV. S. Benedict, anti J. Strong, J. Che~m Phys.
1j. K. Roberts and A. R. Miller. If ea, and Thermovdynamnics 20, 528 (19t52).

(lnterscience Publishers, Inc., New York, 19W)I, Sth E d., cha". 4 .N. Howard, D. F. llu:ch, aud D). Williams, J. Opt. Soc. Ani.
20, p. -190. 46, 186, 237, 242, 334, 452 (1956).
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I L I I water vapor. Steam produced by heating distilled water
PS. ,26tm-linin a flask wats admitted to at quartz gas cell, up to the

.60 -. d..~(esired pressure of HA)o. Sulihuient nitrogen was then
J SLMOOL ?jrn T" I added to make up tile desired total pressure, The gas

436 100 11 cell was then sealed oil from the gas-handling system.
.go .-a '++ 3 173 , The water vapor samples, contained in tile gas cell, were700 100i

.50 *.......... 0TOO/ \ 3 maintained at selected temperatures lby means of an
S.40 - , electric furnace. The gas-handling system was main-

.. tamned at about ltMW(, to prevent condensation of

+ fled Perkin-Elmer 12C infrared spectrometer; auxiliary
.10 4-4Optics were used to p~rovidle an intermediate focal point

5 0 -I1 33 1 6 3300, at the center of the gas cell. The water vapor samples
V 10 N IC were studied at temperatures from 5000 to 1273'K. The

II I I path through the samples was 12.7 cm in all measure-
SR 3.3 3.13 .1 3.0 9A 9.e V. 2.6 2.1 (. ; meA)

FIG. 1. Spectral emissivity of water vapor in the 2.7'-,u region; I EUT
optical depth 7.26 cm-atm. II EUT

Figure I shows water-vapor emissivities at 5000 and
spectrum is partially obscured by overlapping carbon 1273*K, at two (different pressures, for an optical depth
dioxide bands of the type of 7.26 cm-atm of H-1). The effect of pressure on the

(t'1V2
2t'.1) ((VI+ 1)VL2(V3a+1I observed spectral emissivity is reiatively greater for the

and higher temperature. This contrasts with the case of
1)) C02, where the pressure effect in the 2.7-1A region is

observable at room temperature, but vanishes at high
The effect of this over'apping was avoided in the temperatures,' Figure 2 shows typical plots of H120

present work by measuring spectra of pure samples Of spectral emissivities at an optical depth of 41 cm-atm,
C02 arnd H 20 heated in a furnace. The CO, measure- at four temperatures from 6730 to 1273*K, at at total
menits have been reported previously. 1-7 The present pressure of 7(M mm Hg. In the central region of the band
paper reports similar measurements of emissi';ities Of the emissivity decreases slightly with increasing tem-
heated water vapor, at temperatureý-up to 1273'K. The perature. In the wings, the order is reversed, the emis-
water vapor spectrum was pressure-broadened with sivity increases with temperature. It should be kept in
nitrogen. mind that this is not purely a temperature effect. At

II. EXPERIMENTAL constant pressure Of H~20, the density decreases with
The xpeimetalsetu usd fr masurmen ofhot temperature, hence thle number of absorbers is lower at
The xpeimetalsetu usd fr masurmen ofhot the higher temperatures. However, the effect of density

C02 absorption spectra4 was modified for use with variatilon is considerably less than the effect of tempera-

1 ture; this is particularly evident in the wings, where the
j missivity increases with temperature (despite the

.- 0 Pt 1 0 Mn. reduction in density.
.o PS-.2 70m-om ON

P94.5 cmatmiQ?34 -TABLE 1. Slopes of some Bleer's law plots for H20, measured at
.30 OWN9 700 mni Hg, ipressure-tbroadenedl with A' 2. TIhe average spectral1 slit was 30) cm-', In all cases, the range of optical depti. is 1-5

* 4 cm-atm. The uncertainty of the slope k varies with the maonitudeJof the transmittance r, thus .Ak/k=Cl1n(1/r)]-' E(/JcI

.60 ?3'Kl optical depth of S cm-atm, for which r has its smallest value
'134 (strong absorption). Hence the values shown are lower limits.

.10 6)

Fre- Tcm- P~re- 'erem-
I I uenCy pc'rature sMoto ) uen('Y pt'-rat ure Slope

It 30 31 U2 33 34 35 36 3? 3 39 4Q 41 42 cm1 0K cm' atm1 CM'1 OK cm-' atm'-

&4 3.3 M. 3.1 3.0 2.) 2.4 2.? 2.6 2.5 2A 3400 973 0.061:L0.0323 3618 873 0.10O *0.031
3400 lt073 0,059:0.030 30618 1t073 t)03.3 '

FIG. 2. Sp~ectral emissivity of water vapor in the 2.7-1A region, 340 17 )08O09 31 23 0.093:0.033
at 700 mm Hg and various temperatures; optical depth about 3520 673 00.(4ti:0t)28 3700) 673 0. 10 =it0.029
4 cm-atm. 31520 873 0.090±O;0t)28 3170 W 73 0.1 113 ztt.031

I R. H. Tourin, Nail, Bur. Standards Circ. No, 523, 87 (1954). 3520 1073 0.083:10.028 317M~ 10)73 0.098=h0.028
6R. H. Tourin, J. Opt. Soc. Amn, 51, 175 (196 1). 3520 1273 0.086±0.,028 31700 1273 0.!0 =L0.0.30

I R. H-. Tourin, Infrared Phys. 1,1J05 (1961). ________________________
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100

.20 so0 0 00 '0 0
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to 0 ... "0 400 to 20

.i.. 4. Temperature dependence of ,2 spectral en°issivity,FIG. 3. Spectral emissivity of water at three temperatures, at various frequencies in the 2 .7 )A region~.under moderate spectral reslution. Individual spectral lines arenot resolved, but the general character of the structure i% verysimilar at all three temperature%. the gross rotational structure~ is apparent, and there ýs
no striking difference betwvee6 the structures in the lowThe measurements were made for a range of optical and high temperature cases.

depth from I to 5 cm-atm. The results can bc fit ted to itSomeeape fte aito fH0setlinear ("Beer's Law") plots over this range. In Table I emisivt witxa mpl e raofthre are iatio ino F-ig0 4,pecjtrthe slopes of some linear plots are given, for four spec- several frequencies in the :2.7uI region, This figurtral frequencies, at four temperatures, based on data of exhib~its none of the regulari Ly of comparable plotsfrthe type shown in Fig, 2. These slopes are not tre carbon dioxide," reflecting he greater complexity
absorption coefficients, because the low-resolution spec- the H2() asymmetric rotor sp ctrum as compared t ttra. from which they were computed contain much
unresolved rotational structure. The slopes can be used relatively simple, regular spectrum of linear, synmet

for interpolation over the range of optical depth shown cal C'02.

in Tal I, _bu -no fo xrplto uhbyn hs A ntecs fC.. [tra rdint:*tanesm1i

range. 120 over a given spectral b' -ndwidth can be calculat
Unlke the case Of C0 2 , the H20 absorption spectra from emissivity data of the tpe given in Figs. I andv

show considerable structure at all the temperatures However, because of the per~istence of rotational stru-
observed. Figure 3 shows spectral emissivity of 1110 at ture at high temperatures, thcese low.resolution emi-
three temperatures, measured with a moderately nar- sivities are numerically vaei only as averages over a
row spectral slit. Individual lines are not resolved, but bandwidth great enough t ryinclude many rotatioa

TABLE 11. Infrared radiant emittance of 1 an0, calulated from emissivity me sements.

depth~~~~~~~ ~ fro I o ctm Tereulsca b ited

Se ex tt wat t PercentTl K Band (p) P(ltms PS (cmtatm) PAt f cmr are diffg.e4,
1273 2.35-.3.45 0.13 1.7 0.1.3 0.0297 0.11 0.11 01273 2.35-3.45 0.13 1.7 0.92 0.0572 0.26 0.21 -19.2S00 2,40-3.40 0.13 1.7 0.13 0.0370 0.28)<10-3 0.3SX 10-~3  +-25.0500 2.40-3.40 0.13 1.7 0.92 0.0554 0.38X 10-1 0.53 X t0-' -t-39.5
1273 2,35-3.45 0.57 7.3 0.57 0.1027 037 0t.38 4- 2.7
1273 2.35-3.45 0.57 7.3 0.92 .0.1671 0.61 )0.2 + ".500 2.35-3.45 0.57 7.3 0.57 0.1517 0. 11 X10 0. 14 X10-1  +27.3500 2.35-3.45 0.57 7.3 0.92 0.2153 0.15 X10--2 0. 20 Xl 101 433.3
1273 2.5-2.9 0.13 1.7 0A13 0U158 0.64X10-1' 0.64X 10-1 01273 2.S-2.9 0.13 1.7 0)92 0.0356 0.16 0.14 -12 .5S00 2.5-2.9 0.13 1.7 0.13 0.0289 1).t9X 10-3 0. 1 9X 10 - 5.3300 2.5-2.9 0.13 1.7 0.92 0.0444 0.28X 10-1 0.28X 10-3 0

t|1273 2.5-2.9 0.57 7.3 0.57 0.0002 0.24 0.24 0
1273 2.5-2.9 0.57 7.3 0.92 0n1061 0,39 0.43 +o10.3
500 2.5-2.9 0.57 7.3 0.57 0.1283 0.80X 0-1 . ).80X10-3 0500 2.5-2.9 0.57 7.3 0.92 0.1814 0 -1IIX 10-1  X0.1XW 0

I , N. Plass, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 49, 821 (1959).
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,o-.---,for emissivities greater than about 5%. rable II com-
pares some calculated results obtained by the exact
emittance integral and by the approximation. Within

&-Y. _ L the limitations on bandwidth mentioned above, the'
o 296.2
* 73.2 . accuracy of the spectral emissivities reported here is

° ,oOO estimated to be of the order of .±:10-20%.

IV. DISCUSSION

SAs compared to carbon dioxide, the spectrum of hot
. water vapor is much less rith in "hot" bands. The reason

for this can be deduced from Fig. 5, which shows how
the H.-O molecules in a gas are distributed among the
vibrational energy states, at four temperatures. At
2000°K, which is higher than the temperatures attained
in this study, the population of the ground vibrational
state is still 55%/0, which is three times as great as the
state of next highest population, and there are only
seven states, aside from the ground state, having popu-
lations as great as 1%. At 1273 0K the relative ground-
state population is 80%. As a result, the absorption
spectrum of hot water vapor is due predominantly to
transitions from the ground vibrational state, with
relatively modest contributions from excited levels.100 1 40 Therefore the H20 band structure maintains its discrete

.0-00 3090 40 S character over a wide range of temperature. One should
Go CWnot expect the H20 absorption in these spectra to fol-

Fxo. 5. Energy distribution of H20 vibrational population, low Beer's law, because emissivities measured with low
The population is concentrated in the ground state, even at high resolution are averages, over the spectrometer slitwidth,
temperatures. of contributions from narrow spectrum lines, within

which absorption is strong, and wide spaces between
lines. Referring to Fig. 3, a reasonable bandwidth in lines, where absorption is very weak. Typical H 20
this case is about 0.05 I. linewidth is v0.1 cm- atm-', while line spacing is

In calculating infrared radiant emittances from emis- •-0.I- 1.0 cm-'. The linear plots from which Table I
sivities, the necessity for point-by-point multiplication was computed are presumably approximations to seg-
with the Planck function may be obviated by using the ments of a more complicated function.
approximation The H20 spectrum contrasts strongly to the case of

CO.,, where the high-temperature spectrum is virtually
continuous, due to overlapping of many hot bands of

f I ,)(f (X,)X, comparable intensity.' The rotational structure of the
aax H..O bands must be taken into account even at the high

temperatures of flames and combustion gases. Hence,
where Wax(T) is the spectral radiant emittance over the caution must be used in applying the results of mneas-
interval AX, IV(X,T) is the Planck function, e(X,T) the urements made with low-resolution spectrometers and
spectral emissivity, and Wx(T) the average value of the filters to calculation of infrared radiance of hot gases
Planck function over AX. The approximation is useful containing H20.

L
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Instrumental Effects in Infrared Gas Spectra and Spectroscopic
Temperature Measurements*

HAROLD J. BAuKOv
The Warner &' SL.asey Company, Conlrool Insrumeni Division, Plushinig, .Net l',ork

(Received August 15, 1960)

The effect of a most general spectrometer response function (slit functinn) (n the measured transmission
and emission of gases is Investigated. It is shown that, although both the measurel absorption and emission
of hot gases are distorted by the slit function, the temperature determined Iby the infrared monochromatic
radiation method is independent of the slit function. It Is also shown that the conditions for the invariance
of the integrated transmission are much milder than those previously assumed.

I. INTRODUCTION where 10(v') is the intensity at the frequency Y' in the

pREVIOUS work in this laboratory' on the spectra absence of absorption, and I(') is the transmitted
F of heated gases has shown that for some molecular intensity at the frequency v', i.e.,
bands the measured emissivity (and emission) is I(W')-o(v')T(P').
independent of the spectral slit width of the spec-
trometer, whereas for other bands the measured The interval of integration Av' is the region over
emiqsivity is a very strong function of the slit width. which g(v,u') is nonzero; lo is usually so slowly varying
3imilarly, it was found that the addition of a gas such over this narrow interval that it may be considered
as nitrogen, which does not absorb infrared radiation, constant. Thus we obtain
sometimes caused a great change in the apparent
transmission of a molecular band, and had no effect 10(v)| T(v')g(ii'),u'
on the transmission of another band. In general, the
effect of varying slit width and foreign-gas pressnre was
small in a spectral region where there are a great many
overlapping spectral lines, such as the 4.3-1 absorption
of hot CO 2. Where the spacing between lines was large,
both the effect of the slit width and of foreign (non-
absorbing) gases was quite noticeable, fa

The explanation for these effects is quite simple. (2)
When a spectrometer is set to a certain frequency ;,,
it responds not only to radiation of that frequency but f g(o,')du'

also to adjacent frequencies V'. Of course, the response AV
at these adjacent frequencies is not as great as the If T(V) is nearly constant, as is the case when there
response at Y. The curve of spectrometer response vs V' are many overlapping lines in the spectral interval
is called the slit function g(u, u' of the spectrometer. covered by the slits, then
The slit function of a poorly adjusted spectrometer
with wide slits might look like the one in Fig. 1. The
slit function of a properly adjusted spectrometer T,() =T(v) g(VI')4P' T(t). (3)
usually looks somewhat like that shown in Fig. 2. far, ,- ,'

In this case the measured transmission is the same as
IL FF.ECT OF SLIT FUNCTION ON THE the true transmission at v and is independent 6f the• TRANSMISSION MEASURED ATAMGIVEN FREQUENCY spectral slit width Ap'. Another case in which the

measured transmission is independent of the slit width

The measured transmission when the spectrometer is the case where many lines of approximately equal
is set at P is intensity and spacing are included within Ap'. This

case is shown diagramatically in Fig. 3.

T/ (1) In Fig. 3 gI(vu') is the response function for a!__"_--_"_spectrograph with narrow slits and g2(v,v') the response

,this work was eupported in part by the U. S. Air Force function of that spectrograph with wide slits. It is
through the Geophysics Research Directorate, ARDC,'Bedford, evident from the diagram that for neither slit width
Massachusetts. will the spectrograph give the true transmission at P

SR. H. Tourin and P. M. Henry, Final Report AFCRC-TR-60-
203, Geophysics Research Directorate, Bedford, Massachusetts (100%/c transmission), but the measured transmission
(1959). will be an average of the true transmission over the

171
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g .

Fio. 1. Asymmetric response
function which can result from a
poorly adjusted spectrometer. The
spectrometer is set at the fre-
quency Y. The ordinate scale is
arbitrary.

interval Ay'. Since the average transmission over the of a prism spectrometer is usually much greater than
interval AY' is the same as that over A&, the measured the width of a molecular vibration-rotation line, so the
transmission will be the same for both settings of the corrections are usually quite impractical for measure-
slit. Although the measured transmission in this case is ments in the infrared with prism spectrometers.
independent of the slit width, it is not independent of
the effect of foreign-gas broadening of the spectral W. INVARIANCE OF THE INTEGDRATED
lines. The addition of a foreign gas will cause the TRANSMISSION
measured transmission to decrease. This is not sur-prising, because the average transmission in the spectra1  Although the measured transmission at any given
region A uwill decrease due to the collision i roadening frequency can be greatly distorted by the slit function,of the lines, broadening the total (or integrated) transmission of a line or aIf a smatl number of lines (h 1-3) of unequal spacing band is independent of the slit function and is equal toand/or intensity (or width) arc included in Als, then the true integrated transmission, under some very mild
the measured transmission is severely distorted by the conditions on the nature of the slit function and whe
response function of the spectrograph, and the measured procedure of integration. To prove this statement, we
absorption at a given spectrometer setting i will integrate Eq. (2) over the spectral interval for which
depend very strongly on the spectral slit width and o,
the presence of nonabsorbing foreign gases. Changes of g
200 or 300% in the measured traminission at a given
spectrometer setting when the slit width is doubled are
not at all uncommon. Needless to say, the measured
transmission at a given'spectrometer setting [given by
Eq. (1)] can be many-fold different from the true
transmission at this frequency. Several attempts'' 4

have been made to caiculate corrections to the measured
transmission by assuming a particular shape for
g(t,s') and T(V'). It is usually left to the experimenter
to determine whether the slit function of his spec-

"• trometer has the shape used for the calculated correc-
tions. These corrections are quite useful when the
widths of the spectral lines are comparable to the
spectral slit widths. Howcver, the spectral slit width .)

IH). J. Kostkowski and A. M. Bass, J. Opt. Soc, Am. 46, 1060
(1956). Fto. 2. Symmetric response function of a properly adjustedI M. T. Pigott and D. H. Rank, J. Chem. Phys. 26. 384 (1957). spectrometer. The spectrometer is bet at frequency s,. The ordinate

G. A. Kulpers, J. Mol. Spectroscopy 2, 75 (1958). scale is arbitrary.

• __ ..... ... ...
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Fia. 3. The response function
11 of n spectrometer with narrow - -
slits and with wide -iats g2 super- ,
imposed on a spectrum of many T ' g
uniformly spaced lines of equal /
intensity. In both cases the spec- /
trometer is set at the frequency Y. 1.0-
The ordinate sKale for the spectrum
is the transmission T of the gas.

the absorption is nonzero; this is equivalent to scanning necessary for the interchange of the order of integration
a spectrum with an infrared spectrograph. We get to be permissible.

The statement that the total transmission (or
fT(p)Yd ) absorption) is independent of the slit function hasT,,toth f T,(V)d f ddl' (4) often been made, and occasionally the conditions

required for the truth of this statement have been
Interchanging the order of integration in Eq. (4) examined.' However, it is not usually realized how
leads to mild the restrictions are for this statement to be true.

totat. T(IV)dV' For example, l)e Prima and lPenner' restrict g(v,v')
T t,, g ) f'g(vv')dV. (4a) to a subtclass of the class of symmetric functions for

fwhich ' ' ) holds. E'xamples of this

Thus we Aind that subclass are the Gaussian function and the triangular
function. However, the type of slit function shown in
Fig. 1 does not belong to this subclass. Nevertheless,

T*totst JT(V')dv1 Ttrueta', the integrated transmiss~on is ",nvariant to the slit

provided that function cvcn for a spectrometer with this asymnmetricprovded hatslit function.

fg(V..V')dV - fg(v,')dV. (5) IV. EFFECTS IN TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

The measurement of the temperature of hot gases
Obviously, if g(v,V') is symmetric in v and V' i.e., by the infrared monochromatic radiation (IMRA)
g(y,v')= g(V',v), then Eq. (5) holds. But even if g is not method" 7 is a very important part of the ineasurement
symmetric, Eq. (5) can hold if g(Y,v')=g(&-v'), i.e., program of this laboratory. The IMRA method is
if g is independent of the spectrometer setting (if g based on the fact that the ratio of the monochromatic
depends only on the difference between v and v'). Thus, emission to absorption of a gas in thermal equilibrium
even the asymmetric slit function for a poorly adjusted is equal to the Planck function (a function of tempera-
spectrometer shown in Fig. 2 would give ture only). Thus, if the absorption and emission are

Tt't&l Ttru.t'tL. 6C. R. DePrima and S. S. Penner, J. Chern. Phys. 23, 757
(1965).

The only other iniportant restriction on the procedure 4 R. If. Tuurin and L. Grossman. Combustion and IHlame 2,
is that the limits of the spectral scan be at places where 330 (. Seminar on high Temperature'9hern.ometry,
the measured absorption is zero. This requirement is Oak Ridge, rennessee (19'59).
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measured at a frequency v the temperature of the gas But by (lhlinition
is determined. Both the emission and the absorption
of the gas at the frequency j, are distorted by the slit 1-T,(a)-d.l,,,(&) (7)
function, but the ratio of the measured emission to the
measured absorption is equal to the true ratio of these (i,)
quantities. Therefore, the IMRA teml)erature is
independent of the slit function. That this is so can be
seen by considering the mathematical expressions for where .1,,(v) and Im"(M) are the measured absorption
the (monochromatic) emission and absorption of the and blackbody intensity, respectively. Substitutioa of
gas. Thus Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (6a) leads to

/,."(vi 1,•v --l,,(p). (6b)

) )In other words, the ratio of the measured emission to
the measured absorption is equal to the measured
blackbody intensity.

= r W [(6) A word of caution is in order at this point. Implicit
iii the above proof was the assumption that g(PP') was
the same for the emission measurement, the absorption
measurement, and the calibration (blackbody) measure-
ment. In order to ensure this, the optics which illumi-

where 1.9(v) is the measured intensity of emission from hate the entrance slit of the spec:rometer must be
the gas and 1b(v') is the blackbody intensity at the equivalent for all three measurements, i.e., the slit

frequency V'. lb(v') is almost constant over the interval must be evenly illuminated by all three sources (gas Io
AP', so it can be brought in front of the integral sign. and calibration source) and all three sources must
From Eq. (2) we have subtend the same solid angle at the detector of the

spectrometer.

f T(v')g(v,P")dz/ Tm (v)fg(vo')dv'. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Measurements of Infrared Spectral Emissivities of Hot Carbon
Dioxide in the 4 .3 -Is Region*

RICItAIUL 11 'OURIN
The Varner & Su-ascy Company, Control Instrusment DiVisio,, i,'lushing, Neu, lork

(Received August 15, 19(A))

Infrared spectral emissivities of hot carbon dioxide have been detcrmined hy measurement of the inlrared
absorption spectra of gas samples heated under controlled comditions. Measurements in the 4.3.,u region
are described and are discussed in relation to molecular energy distributions, theoretically calculated emis-
sivities, and fdame radiation.

I. INTRODUCTION spectra6l 7 cannot be quantitatively compared to theory

T HE determination of the radiant power emitted or to heated gas data, because of large uncertainties in
by hot gases in narrow bands of the infrared temperature and composition. Correlation of heated

spectrum is a problem of great interest. Hot gases gas measurements and flame measurements will be
radiate at characteristic spectral frequencies and do ot discused in a future publication.
normally exhibit a continuous blackbody spectrum. The I1 PROCEDURES
amount and spectral character of radiation from hot.
gases are dependent on molecular constants and on A. Experimental
temperature, pressure, and composition. The radiation
of a hot gas cannot be readily calculated from theory The apparatus used has been described previously.nre
alone, because the required constants are imperfectly Thbsedta wera ohtamne s of hotsurin The samples
known, and because the idealized models used in the absorption spectra of samples of hot CO2. The samples
theory are often inadequate to describe a complex were heated in a quartz gas cell, maintained at ter.
spectrum. Measurements of hot-gas emission are peratures up to 1273 0K by an electric furnace. Pressure
therefore desirable. In the work reported here controlled and composition of the sample were kept constant in
gas samples of known composition, pressure, and the course of a given spectral scan. Spectra were
temperature were heated in a quartz gas cell to tern- measured with a Perkin-Elmer 12C infrared spec-
peratures up to 1273'K. The infrared spectra of the trometer, using a lithium fluoride prism.
samples were measured under various conditions. B. Treatment of Data

The present paper gives some results of studies of
radiation from heated carbon dioxide in the 4 .3 -1 It is convenient to express radiant emission of a hot
region. Several interim accounts of this work have been gas in terms of the spectral emissivity oý the hot gas as
given previously. t- 6 Most of the measurements reported a function of wavelength and temperature. The spectral

emissivity may he combined with the P'lanck blackbody
here are absorption measurements. Accurate gas- function to compute the absolute power radiated in any
emission measurements are very difficult to make, given spectral interval.
because of the difficulty of comparing to an accurate The radiant power emitted by a thermal razitator in
standard of blackbody radiation, and because of the a finite spectral range AX is given by
large corrections necessary for radiation from the gas-
cel windows. Some preliminary results of emission l'a (T) e(X,T)J(X,T)d,, (1)
measurements are given in Sec. IV of this paper.,,.

One purpose of this work was to obtain data for
predicting flame radiation. Most published flame where eNT) is the etmissiity at wavelength X and

J(\,T) is the l'lanck radiation function.
*!This work was supported in part hy the U. S. Air Force The emissivity e(XT) is generally ;I ranidly varying

through the Geophysics Research ")irectorate, Bedford, fu|,ction of ,x with irregu[~r amplitLe and nonuniform
Massachusetts. ficino ihirgi mltd n unnfr

1R. H. Tourin, Industrial Scientific Company Repts. Nos. spatcing. It also depends on composition, path length,
224-1 and 224-2, under contract, Wright-Patterson Air Forcc and pressure. It is therefore usuall-, impractical to
Base, Dayton, Ohio (1952).

I R. H. Tourin, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 16-51 (1952). See also Natl. evaluate the radiant power intepral [Eq. (1)] analytic-
Bur. Standards Circ. No. 523, 87 (1954). ally. To obtain a value of the integral in any given case,

*R. H. Tourin, Warner & Swasev Research Corporation, one must measure the emissivity, multiply point-by-
Report No. 258 under contract, Air 'Force Office of Scientific
Research, Baltimore, Maryland (1954). point by the appropriate values of the Planck function,

4 R. H. Tourin and P. M. Henry, AFCRC TN-59-262, Geo-
physics Research Directorate, Bedford, Massachusetts (1958). ' E. E. Bell el al. Study of infrared emission from flames, tinal

i R. H. Tourin and P. M. Henry, AFCRC-TR.60.203, Geo- report, Parts 1-3. Ohio Siate Univesity, Columbus. Ohio t195i).
physics Research Directorate, Hanscom Field, Bedford, 1assa- 7 E. K. i'l'ler and C. J. Ilumphrevs, J. Research Natl. Bur.
chusetts (1959). Standards 40, 449 (1948).
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plot the results, and evaluate the integral by mechanical AV' is the width of the slit function, and K is a cast-
means, e.g., by a planimeter. bration constant, which contains those parameters of

In order to reduce the work involved in evaluating the measuring system, such as amplitier gain, which are
radiant power integrals, simplifying assumptions can be not dlependIent upon wavelength. The apparent emis-
used. if the spectral band is sufficiently narrow, one sivity eA(T) mecasured! for any given slit width is equal
may neglect the variation of the Plar~ck function to the area under the spectrum curve divided by the
J(X,T) with A. Then JQA,T) mayr be taken outside the base, i.e.,
integr-al sign, and we have I Xp

P ~ ( T ) : J d T f e ( , T ~ d ,%( 2
Psx() =J(T)f e(,7-)X, 2) ''lle a ppatren t emnissivit v will he sensitive to slit-width

where variation if the slit encomnpasses only a1 1.ew spectrum

Jx(T = (/AX) J (X T~d. tile,,, widely spaced. However, if tespectrum consists
.Jd) (/AXf o(f~d.(3 many lines, which overlap to1 such in extent that thle

AX ~envelaupe oif thle spectrum is virtually continuous, tile
It is then only necessary to evaluate graphically the integral of Eq. (5) will be p~ractically invariant with
integral fax~c(X,T)&A. This eliminates the necessity slit width, .A;t thle high tempi-ratures with which we are
ior 1)oint-by-point multiplicatior by the Platick concernevd, thle infrared spectrum of a jpolyatomic
function. molecule con~sists of many% bands contributed by

vibrational transitions from highly excited states. Many
C. Instrument Facto~s of these "'hot" band., differ only -<ght ly f rom. tach ot her

In practi 'e, one does not measure the radiant power in frequency. Consequently, t here is a great (teal of
P.%x(T) directly, but in terms of tile rea'ling of an overlappnng among themn, and this. tends to fill in th-c
instrument, Iax(T), given by gaps in thle spect rum, making it approximate a uniform

lunction. T1he multiplicity of spectral lines at high

I ernjrat ures hproldulcs : i t atum ion equiivalenit io
Kp(X.X')e(Xi)J(XJ7)dX'dX, (4) p~ressure broadening, Mn which thle spectrum is smearedl

IAX 1 41\1out to at virtual cont inuum, in a limlited spectrakl range.
whee PXX) i th ,lt fncton f te sectomeer,",The case of the CO..,X bands in thle 4 .3-g~ region is
whee pXX) i; te litfuntio ofth spctrm~t'r,' 1 unusually favorable in lthis respect. Measurements by

I ). Strong, Phys. Rev. 37, 166t (1931). Neiii'' have shýlown thiat the CO'( ) absorption mecas-ured
I'J. Strong, J. opt. Soc. Am. 39, 320 (1949). with a continuous radiator ats background source does
11 H. J. Koutkow~ki and A. M. biass, Xati. Bur. Standards

Rept. No. 4418 (1956), p). 32. 11If. W. Nellt, J. Opt. Soc. Am1. $19, 505 (11,59).
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not differ measurably from the absorption measured Ptt' 200mm
with a hot-gas source having the same spectrum as the 1 3.0 CM-ATM.
absorbing sample. The effect of the slit function has 2294 v a3 €,4'
been neglected in this paper. Dr. H. J. Babrov" of o.8k -263
this laboratory has recently shown explicitly that -,his
is justifiable, even if ,(;,Ž•') is strongly asymmetric. e 2.--

IM, SUMMARY OF COW EMISSIVITIES 0.4

This section summarizes some emissivity measure- 0.2 - -'•-. I
ments in the 4.3-1A band, and their application to o
calculating absolute radiant intensities of hot gases 400 G00 600 1000 1200
and flames. In all measurements, the geometrical patht

s wa3 12.7 cm. The range of temperature T was 300°K | Pt" 200mm.
to 1273*K, the range of CO: partial pressure p was 50- 0.6 336 owl 0.5 CM-ATM.
700 mm Hg, the optical depth ps (partial pressure
Xpath) ranged from 0.84 to 11.7 cm atm, and the total 0.4 Z292
pressure range was 50-700 mm Hg. The total pressure 0.22

was adjusted by adding nitrogen to the CO2 samples. -2 2
Figure 1 shows the emissivity of CO 2 in the 4 .3 -, u I-- .0 4-0 1.0 0

region at 1273"K, for ps equal to 0.84 and 11.69 4 O B 1 2

cm atm, and total pressure 50 and 700 mm Hg. In this liG. 3. Spectral emissivity of carbon dioxide as a function of
case, there is an apparent pressure effect. This effect temperature, at several frequencies in the 4.3-p hand. Concen-
virtually disappears between 100 mm and 200 mm trations 0.5 and 3.0 cm atm, at a total pressure of 200 mm Hg.
pressure, at wavelengths longer than 4.26-1, as shown
in Fig. 2. expressing concentrations in terms of partial pressure,

The variation of emnissivity with temperature is rather than in terms of radiating particle density. At
nonuniform with respect to wavelength, Figure 3 constant temperature, the distinction is unimportant,
illustrates this for selected frequencies in the 4.3-A because the two quantities are proportional, but at
band. The interpretation of this temperature depend- different temperatures the same partial pressure corre-
ence is discussed in Sec. VI. sponds to different absorber densities. The dotted curve

The molecular density, as well as- the temperature, in Fig. 3 shows the variation of spectral emissivity at
varies along the curves shown in Fig. 3. Hence, these one frequency when the density is kept constant at its
curves do not exhibit merely a temperature effect. This value for 1273°K. The values of ex(T) for this plot were
is a result of the general practice, followed here, of computed from the 1273°K data, assuming that Beer's

law and the ideal gas law were applicable.
I .. The absolute spectral radiance of hot C02, for a

PSs 0.84 cm-oal, T.1273'K combination of variables within the ranges shown in the
preceding curves, may be computed by multiplying the

______ P emissivity by the value of the Planck function for the

.70 ..A 700 A.o4 corresponding temperature and wavelength.
0 400 . k The relative effects of temperature and concentration

.60 C too upon C02 emission are illustrated by Figs, 4 and 5.
o Emissivity data are given in Fig. 4 for the long-

.o ." wavelength portion of the 4.3-A band of CO 2 at two

.40 - I temperatures and two concentrations. From 4.35-
e , 1 4.45,u the effects oi changing concentration and

.30 0 changing temperature are moderate. At longer wave-
2 Nlengths the effect of temperature is much greater.

./ I When the emissivity data of Fig. 4 are applied tu
.1I calculating spectral radiance, by means of Eq. (1) or

1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (2), we get a somewhat different picture, as can be seen

4.10 4.20 4.30 4.40 4.50 4.60 in Fig. 5. The effect of changing concentration on
A (A&) spectral radiance is hardly appreciable, compared to

2400 2300 V tcM-') the temperature effect,
Figure 6 shows the effect of temperature in shifting

F do. 2. Effect of pressure on the spectral emisivity of carbon the CO)1 spectrum. The 1273 and 673°K curves at 200
and 700 mm agr-e within experimental error; tl-e

"Is H. J. Babrov, J. Opt. Soc. Am. S1, 171 (1961). precision of these measurements is not high.
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Emissivity data of the type given in this paper can be The last column of Table [ gives the percentage devia-
used to calculate the absolute radiance of portions of tion of the approximate radiant power integral [Eq.
th. 4 .3-A band of CO2 of variant width. A summary of (2)] from the exact value EEq. (1)]. For most appli-
emissivity integrals and radiant power integrals is cations, the approximation is sufficiently accurate. The
given in Table I for 305 and 1273°K. The integrals in approximation is not usuable for very low emissivities,
Table I were evaluated by measuring the areas under because there the relative experimental error is too
spectral emissivity plots by means of a planhneter. large. The approximation seems to be somewhat better
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for narrower spectral regions. This is illustrated by IV. EMISSION SPECTRA OF HEATED COo
comparison of parts (A) and (B) of Table I. The In regions of the spectrum where the emissivities are
relative uncertainties of these results are estimated to very small, it is difficult to measure them accurately.
be within :L5-10%. Additional data are given the work In such cases, it is prelerable to determine the absolute
cited in footnote 5. Many deficiencies still exist in the emission of the hot gas by comparison to blackbody
data, and will require additional work-to clear up. radiation at the same temperature.

I I I I I ' '

PS. 11,69 cm-almi, I• '700 mn,, T , I@;7 3'K

A - EMISSION OF EMPTY GAS CELL

S - CALCULATED EMISSION OF 0.7 FUSlED UUARTZ WINOOW

C - EMJISSION OF GAS CELL WITH GOt

0 - EMISSION Of COx

E - EMISSION OF COt CALCULATED FROM BLACK ODY .LAW

.40

Fro. 7. Correction of gs cmi,- .SO
sion spectra for window radhition.

V . 0

4.10 4.20 4.30 4.40 4.50 4.60 4.70 4.80

1 24 1 0 2 1 I ' 0 (cm")
2400 2300 2200
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TAULE I. EmItsivity and radiant power integrals of carbon dioxide in the 4 .3.u region.

f efd? Jfcdx
TOK X() p(atm) ps(cm atm) p,(atm) fed?. watt/cms watt/cm2  % Diff.

(A) Integrated over the full spectral range of appreciable absorption

305 4.165-4.490 0.07 0.8 0.07 0.0973 0.43X10-4  0.,0X1o- +7.0
305 4.165-4.490 0.07' 0.8 0.92 0.1682 0.76X 10- O.8OX10(-4 -4 5,3
305 4.100-4.515 0.92 11.7 0.92 0.2677 0.12X10- 0..12X10-' 0

1273 4.155-4.650 0.07 0.8 0.07 0.1812 0.34 0.34 0
1273 4,155-4.650 0.07 0.8 0.92 0.2263 0.44 0.42 -4.5
1273 4.155-4.675 0.92 11.7 0)92 0,4247 0.79 0.78 -1.3

(B) Integrated over part of the absorption region

305 4.2-4,4 0.(;7 0.8 0.07 0.089') 0.40., 10- 0.42X 10-4 +5.0
305 4.2-4,4 0,07 0.8 0.92 0.1522 0,68X 10-4 0.71X 10to +4.4
305 4.2-4.4 0.92 11.7 0.92 0.1926 0,88X 10-' 0.89X 10-' +1.1

1273 4.2-4.5 0.07 0.8 0.07 0.1574 . 0.30 0.30 0
1273 4.2-4.5 0.0? 0.8 0.92 0.1955 0.38 0.37 -2.6
1273 4.2-4.5 0.92 11.7 0.92 0,2876 0.55 0.55 0

Emission measurements are also of value as a further Figure 7 shows an example of heated CO 2 emission
check on the influence of instrument parameters, such in the 4 .3 -A band, corrected for window absorption and
as spectral slit width. Some measurements of the emission, Curves A, 11, and C in Fig. 7 were used to
emission of hot-gas samples were made in the present calculate curve D, which represents the emission that
work. These measurements proved very difficult, would have been measured were the windows non-
primarily because of the relatively high emissivity of absorbing. For comparison purposes, curve E was
the quartz windows in the gas cell. It is possible to make calculated from Ec. (2), using measured emissivities.
corrections ior window effects, but in the present case cacuaed fgroemen beq.w2),usng mheasurretd emissivintals
the emissivity of the windows is of the same order of The agreement between the corrected experimental
magnitude as the emissivity of the gas, which makes the emission and the emission calculated from absorption
correction very difficult to accomplish. Tourin and data is apparently good throughout the band. However
Henry$ may be consulted for details of the correction the emission correction is a tedious calculatio.n and is
procedure.

Co I Io-

. c0g 12.,""'""."'.'.0 * K
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of COt for x- (Su/2ira)> 1.63. The solid curve is a thcoretical Fio. 9. Comparison of theoretical and exp•'rimental emissivitics
curve front Plassn. of C0O, for x- Su/2,m)<0.2. 'T'hcoreticai curve from Plass.)'
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Is G. X. Plass, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 49, 821 (1959). (1955).
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clearly greater than 1.63, so that it is justifiable to make TAIBLE I. Some COs transitions giving bands
the comparison. in the 4.3-A region.

No measurements were taken in which x<0.2.
Therefore, a direct comparison to Plass' calculation for Lower Upperstate state Loner.state population
this case could not be made. However, when the calcu. -

lated curve for 1200*K was compared to an experimental "' V1V,% 300"K 1273K P
curve for which x>>0.2, the theoretical and experimental o0o0 00O1 0.920 0,211 1 2349 cm-1
curves were very close together. In Fig. 9 the value of x 0110 0111 0.074 0.199 1 2337

0210 02'1 0.003 0.094 1 2324
corresponding to the experimental curve was x-8.3, 03so 03'1 <0.001 0.044 1 2320
calculated in the same manner as the preceding case. 04'0 04'1 <0.001 0.021 1 2304
Again allowing for error and for the variation of ° 0002 <<0.001 0.015 2 23230002 0003 <<~0.001 0.001 3 2301
intensity from line to line, the experimental value of x 0002_ 0003_ <<0__0__0._01 ___2_0_

clearly does not fall in the range x<0.2; hence, the
correspondence between the theoretical and experi-
mental curves is anomalous. level population is illustrated by Fig. 11. At high

temperatures, the rotational population factor does
VI. DISCUSSION( not vary much, over a wide range of J. At 12730K the

population values fall in the range 1-3101% for J from
The distribution of molecular population over the J= 15 to J= 75. In addition, the fall in population at

vibrational energy states appears to be a major factor high f is counterbalanced by the increase in transition
in the temperature dependence of CO2 emission near probability, which is proportional to I and v.
4.3 U. Figure 10 shows plots of relative population of Table It shows a few of the many transitions giving
the CO2 levels appreciably populated at 1273*K. In rite to absorption bands in the 4.3-1 region. At room
calculating the levels and populations for Fig. 10, the temperature, the transition from the ground state is
efects of higher-order accidental degeneracy, of the predominant, although there is an appreciable contri-
Fermi resonance type, have been taken into account. bution from the transition 0110-01'1. At higher
These effects cannot be neglected, particularly when temperatures, no single transition is predominant.
considering radiation in the wings of the band, The Since each band has a rotational structure, and these
dependence of vibrational population on temperature overlap, the high-temperature spectrum is a virtual
shown in Fig. 10 can be roughly correlated with the continuum." The overlapping of multiple bands has
observed temperature dependence of Fig. 3. the same effect on the spectrum as pressure broadening

The relatively minor role of variation in rotational- for a room temperature, even though the line widths
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are actually of the order of 0.1 cm-', while the line where (1=2 for CO.. For bands in the 4 .3-g region
spacing in a single band is about 0.8 cm--', AZ.3= 1, while AIV= k 2 =-0, sO Eq. (6) reduces to

The relative transition probabilities, in the harmonic /,= 1-.+1. \'Values of 1) are li:;ed in Table II.
oscillator approximation, are"I

(V "+ t' 'T VI"+ A-1'" (31 + A31TV11. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

P- Vl (6) The author is grateful to Paul X1. Henry for assistance
-V2,11 . .d va"l in making the measurements and reducing the spectral

17 W. S. Benedict, Nati. Bur. Standards Rept. No. 1123 (1951), data, and to George A. Hornbeck and Harold J.
p. 49. Babrov for many stimulating discussions.
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Spectral Emissivities of Hot CO.-H.O Mixtures
in the 2.7-to Region*

I'h 'l.rl II. "l'," 'll
lr1in n, v .' . r . New I*.t, .V , ,rk

(Re'''ve ve,1 .laiau rv' .4), 196)¢I

T HIS laboratory has been entgaged in melasuring Infrared hot (C... arCe i'vworals, '.cs for Be.rs lr'aw, ic:cau s they shoswT spcctral emissivities of hot gases.1-3 In this work, cmis- ci'ntinutius ahsorplitin cvii, undlcr higih resolutosn. due tli over-
sivities have been determined from infrared abisorp tion spectra hlaping (if "hot" kiandls." 'I he 2.7-u I.-:() bIans tic) not app ear
of gas samples heatcd under controlled conditions, FIr a gas in favorahle for Iter* I;tlaw; ,IIIy ;I few "hit" i nlds Iccur, and lhe
thermal equilibrium, spectral emissivity and s•isctral ahbsrptivity line spacillsiz is sulistanli ally vrvatcr than Ihic lincwidt hs.
arc equal at every wavelength (Kirchhoff's law4. I.nissivittiS can I)f particular interestl is the rcL'ion 2.(65-3 M, where the I1...)
therefore he rcad directly front the measured lhsorl;ltion spuctrum. ftill, lalnt;ials Yi anI I .:, )vkrlrl) the (C()I comimintison hiaiiils
This method of measurinit emissivititcsisusually moreaccurateand (2m2.+sO, , anid (Pi+v&). :\Isirlition sl'cctra of (C()2-itO mixturcs
convenient than the alternative procedure of comparing gas were ocasured in the 2,5-3-M region, ii) determine whether
emission to blackbody emission. It is desiredI to extrapoilate froso s oissivit ie• if If.() mid (C)O nitast rei I !v;)r;tly Ca ih) ld le ci it'-
these laboratory measurements, to pre'dict slpectrtl cmissivitics of hintid by lvacais of IBeer", law to give the cliisivity of at nixt ore
hot gases in various cases of practical interest. The simlhlest if ties(: gascs. Spectra were sneasuredi with a; prism sl•ctrinicter,
extrapolation formula is Beer's law. Beer's law ap)plies to spectrid usitng at spectral slit of alhout 11 cm-1 The gas mixtures were
regions of finite width, If the observed spectrum is continuous over maintaineid at 1273'K in a heated quartz gas cell, %Mixture ratios
the experimental spectral slit width. The 4.3-M and 2 .7 .. hands of used cosrresponied to C(O and ll:() cosceitratiuss in a liropase-air
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tlame; 111leA1~ depths rangjedl fromn 1.67 Iii 4.1.4 4111i a m (if II~ , optic.1l dept h as t he synthritje mix.ture. The comparision to t he
and 1.67 to 10.0 cmittntm of ( '.j, at 1 27.4K. Va~ryintg the pressu re flame ernisqi vi i is q ual it;at ive, hecetwse thbe tlatine tin perat urv
from 350 motto M)X mr niI g, lWvaiddi ng nit rogen, ldid not chati ge (ti Iou t 21M)' Kl is higthir than that of the gas mixture, andl the
thc measured ah..oiption. The vmissi vi ty r -4ach mixture wa~s flame is inhoin:ogi-tilous.
calculatedi from Bleer's law, which v ields the expicith formula (),I comparing hti curves ill Iig.2 if) the 1(A)0 curve of Fig. 1, it is

e~~~misture)~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -W -4eIf0 r j#A.0)evid ent that Ili w asic II .( ) st ructure is preservedl t hrourhout;
e~mitur -t(Tl +t 1(01-i th~i (I) 0; only the relative shape of the stiectral emissivity curve is changed

Measured emissivit ics oif C( )2am liIfA., correspondIing ito st oichi- 1, the addiIitionl of ('02 Milal I J Y c hangi ng the tem'iperatture. 'Tle
omctric concentrations of ('02~ and 1I11) in a propatc'Ltir i*anic nuntrieal values Of the mnisLure emissivitlivs are valid as Averages
are shown in Fig. 1. TIhe 11,) emissivities are numnericatlly vali l'%'tr reasontalily tiroad spectral regions, as in the case oif p urv
as averages over spectral regions wide enough to include mainy II..); no additional restrictions aire introduced by the calculation
unresolved rotational lines; this restriction does not apply to C.., procedure described here.
since its spectrum in this case is effectively conttinuous. Cuorve Arnis exampile is typical of entissivities of hot 1(A)O-CO, mixtures.
of Fig. 2 is a plot of the measured spectral emissivitics of a syn- In the mhixtture spect ra, the ('t)1 spel~trur lichaLVIS like a true
thetic stoichiometric mixture of heatcd CO2 und 1120, and of the continuum. lThis should hold also for mixtures of CO., with other
spectral emnisSivitieS of the same mixture calculated by Eq. H tý gases~ I han [I-10.
from the separate C02 amd I IO emissivit ics of Fig. 1. 'There are "Slipitorle't ill pa':rt by (;UopIi%.Niiyt ResiarctIlit 0rectorate. Iltotorti.
no measurable dlifferences bewtween the calculated anda experi mental KIL . Irini. .1 ( Hl. tiv. 20. IfiMt (1952n Nail. It u%. alt ioai k

valus o th mitur emisivtic wihinthe xpeimetalerrr, Crr.Nii 52. 8 (1954).

vales f te mxtue misiviieswitin heexprimnta eror 11 1'-Ir. .1 ()!,t sw \!if- S1, 175 (WMitt.
which is :k ~,. Curve 11 in Fi1g. 2 shows the measured emissivity R_ 11 . tniriui. hilrarM. I'h'i, fto be' IIItbl~i~IIt.D

It. W. N61tt. .1. Ip........ill. 49. SIMl.\) (I'-5'Jt.of a stolehiometric propane-air flame, Of appjroxim~ately the same W. S. tti'vnedt 1 iv COe Coll; 1liIC1c~t loll. 19110).


